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Introduction

Historical Board Gaming is proud to present Global War 1914-1918: the ultimate
World War I global strategic game. If you’ve played Global War 1936-1945 this
game will seem quite familiar to you as the basic mechanics and Turn structure
are similar. However, there are many changes and new features that make this
game unique to the era.

Global War 1914-1918 is a strategic global (not a euro-centric) examination of
World War I. The strategic concerns of many competing powers across the
globe have been factored in to create a game where the war can unfold many
different ways. Random events on each Turn bring historically representative
action to many theaters of the globe and they may result in ahistorical outcomes
such as an early start to the war. The Diplomacy and Alignment rules mean some
allegiances; Japan and Italy along with most of the world’s minor nations; are not
known at the outset of hostilities. China is embroiled in a war among the
emerging Nationalist Movement and warlords vying for control or
self-determination.

These are the modules in the game.
1. Global War 1914-1918 (12-14 Hours)
2. Prequel 1912-1914 (2-3 hours)
3. Russian Civil War 1918-1921 (2-3 Hours)

One can play a combination of modules depending on the time and need for
Historical accuracy of the Great War.

We thank you for being part of it and we hope you enjoy many countless hours
in the trenches.
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this game to make it a reality. We are grateful to our primary contributors: Bob
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We owe a lot to our online community of customers who continually submit
ideas and feedback. We listen! We pride ourselves in taking customer
suggestions and feedback and we look at it all!

We owe a debt of gratitude to our families for allowing us the time and support
to pursue the completion of this game.

General Rules & Terminology
 
0.1 Terminology: Global War rules use many specific terms. For ease of use,
where a term has a specific definition in the game it is capitalized. For example,
the terms Possession and Alliance are capitalized to differentiate them from their
more common usage.  
 
0.2 Fractions: Round all fractions up to the nearest whole number (e.g. half of 3
is 2) unless otherwise stated.
 
0.3 Bonuses and Die Roll Modifiers: Bonuses and die roll modifiers are
cumulative except as follows:  
 
(a) A player can only claim the highest positive Attack or Defense bonus
available to each unit each round. 

Example: An Infantry defending in a city with a fortification would claim defense
+2 on the first round of combat due to the fortification, and defense +1 due to
the city on all subsequent rounds.
 
(b) A player is only subject to the highest negative Attack or Defense modifier to
each unit each round.

Example: A mountain and river in a zone would both subject an Attacking
cavalry to a -1 Attack, but the Attacker would only suffer -1 and not combine the
river and mountain for -2. 
 
(c) Permanent changes to a unit’s statistics are not modifiers. Thus, an infantry
unit that changed from an Attack/Defense of 2/4 to a 3/5 would still be subject
to terrain modifiers. 
 
(d) Negative modifiers never reduce an Attack or Defense value to less than
one. Units without an Attack or Defense value (N/A for Attack) still have no
Attack/Defense value and can never gain one no matter how many modifiers
they have. 

(e) Random events that reduce attack values by 1 do stack with terrain modifiers.
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(f) Movement bonuses conferred by facilities are not cumulative.
 

0.4 Damage Marker: Damage markers are used to show damage to facilities,
railway lines, convoy lines, and Dreadnoughts. 
 
[IMAGE: DAMAGE MARKERS OF DIFFERENT DENOMINATIONS] 
 
0.5 Zone Sharing: There are times when units of different nationalities share land
or sea zones (other than being in combat):   
 
Sharing Land Zones 
 
Major Powers may not share land zones until they are Aligned (members of the
same Alliance are Aligned [4.4] when they are at war with the same Major
Power.) 

Example: British and French units cannot be in Picardy until they are at war with
the same Major Power even though they are from the same Alliance. 
 
Sharing Sea Zones 
 
Major Powers that are not at war with each other may freely share sea zones and
do not affect each other. There are instances when units that are at war might
share a sea zone such as: 
 
* When naval units that are not at war suddenly come to be at war.
* When a submarine submerges.
* When an aircraft on Maritime Air Patrol declines combat. 
 
In these cases, units do not participate in combat until one power makes a new
combat move during the Combat Movement Phase against the other units in
that zone. Either side can move out of the zone freely without triggering an
attack. 
 
Defense 
 
When two or more members of the same Alliance have units in a zone that is
being attacked, defending players jointly decide which units suffer casualties. If
players cannot agree on which casualty to take, either player may request to
resolve the issue with a die roll where the highest roller makes the choice (ties
are re-rolled).
 
When one player is the Attacker in a sea zone the Attacking player must choose
their own units as casualties. They cannot choose units from other members of
their Alliance.
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Example: if a German fleet enters a sea zone with the British Empire’s fleet and
an Ottoman submarine, the Ottoman submarine could not be selected as a
casualty during combat because it is not the Ottoman Empire’s Turn. In addition,
the Ottoman submarine could not join the attack either because it was not the
Ottoman turn. This would be different if the British Empire was the Attacker as
the German and Ottoman units could Defend together. 
 
0.6 Optional Rules: Optional rules are found throughout the manual. In general,
optional rules will enhance realism with an extra layer of complexity.
 
0.7 Regions: There are times when the rules will reference regions of the map
(North America, Europe, etc.…). The map below shows which regions of the
map are referenced by each designation. Note that only land zones are
referenced here. This is used for some Victory Objectives (3.5) and strategic rail
movement (10.4). 
 
Figure 1-1 Image: updated map of WW1 with regions.

0.8 Movement: When calculating movement (when moving units) or range
(Maritime Air Patrol) crossing each land or sea zone border counts as one point
of movement or range.  Movement must always be across a border. Diagonal
movement is not allowed across a vertex. Actions that simulate movement but
leave units in the same zone do not use movement points or range (e.g.
submerging a submarine, placing or removing an in-port marker).
 
0.9 Glossary 
 
Alliance: Any of the two main groups; the Allies and the Central Powers. Minor
Powers may join these Alliances during the game. We use the term “member of
your Alliance” instead of “allies” to avoid confusion with the Alliance called the
“Allies.” Joining an Alliance does not automatically result in declarations of war,
those must be made individually and may come with individual penalties (check
National Reference Sheets).
 
Aligned: Two or more nations are “Aligned” (4.4) when they meet certain
conditions. Major Powers that are members of the same Alliance will Align with
each other when they are at war with the same Major Power. Minor Powers can
also Align with Major Powers in a number of ways (refer to Table 4.4).
  
Attacker/Defender (Attacking/Defending): The Attacker is the player who is
currently taking a Turn. The Defender is any other player that is being attacked
by that player. Where the rules use the words “Attack” or “Defend” they also
refer to this dynamic. Thus, if a rule states that a unit gets +1 Attack, it only gets
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that bonus when it is the “Attacker” (i.e. during its Turn) and not when it is the
Defender. 
 
Calendar Turn: When the rules specify that it takes a Calendar Turn, it means
that all nations have gone through their Turn sequence.

Capital Ship: Dreadnoughts are the only capital ships in GW 1914-1918. These
ships require two hits to sink and must be built at a Major Shipyard in the Major
Power’s Home Country.

Cash and Carry: Allied Powers may build artillery, air units and naval-class units
at factories located in the U.S. (one per Turn per Country). These units are then
lend-leased on the American Turn. This costs the Allies 1 less IPP to build
(representing war credit). The Central Powers may take advantage of Cash and
Carry if enabled by a Random Event.

China: When the rules refer to China (without a specific reference), they refer to
all land zones with a Chinese or warlord roundel printed on the map.

Control: Control (4.5) is a level of decision-making a Major Power has over a
non-Aligned Minor Power. This typically includes rolling for that nation’s units in
battle, choosing their casualties in combat and making recruitment rolls (Table
4.3). It is important to understand the difference between “Aligned” and
“Controlled”.
  
D6: A six-sided die: This die is used mainly in convoy raiding, strategic bombing
and selection/resolution of some random events.
 
D12: A twelve-sided die. This die is used for most rolls in the game. When the
rules call for a die roll, use a twelve-sided die unless otherwise specified.  
 
Declaration of War (DOW): Declaring war is “initiating” war. This means the
nation had a choice and chose to start a war. It would not apply where a nation
was attacked.
 
Enemy: Nations (and all their units, facilities and land zones) are Enemies when
they are at war with each other (e.g. Germany and USA, are not “Enemies” until
they are at war). 

Free: When a Random Event allows for the placement of a “free” unit, it comes
at no cost to any players. Placement must still follow the rules in Section 11
unless otherwise specified on the Random Event.
 
Friendly: A Nation (and all their units, facilities and land zones) is Friendly if
(a) they Possess them or
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(b) they are Aligned with them (e.g. London is not a Friendly land zone for the
United States until the USA and British Empire are Aligned).  
 
Home Country/Territory: Each nation has a group of land zones that comprise
their Home Country as defined on their National Reference Sheet. The Home
Country of a Minor Power includes the primary nation but not its colonies,
islands or conquered land zones. Home Country is used for various things like
building certain facilities, Supply Paths, receiving Lend-lease, etc.

Industrial Production Points (IPP): The basic unit of currency in the game.  
Image of IPP land value
 
Income: A nation’s income is the amount of IPPs it receives during its Place Units
and Collect Income Phase. Some nations get bonus income for meeting specific
criteria listed on their National Reference Sheet. The IPP value of a land zone is
indicated by a number within a red box printed on the land zone.
 
Lend-Lease: A system by which Major Powers may produce units for other
nations without necessarily being at war themselves (7.9). Lend-lease specific
notes and restrictions are described on each player’s National Reference Sheet.  

Manpower (MP): The total number of infantry, cavalry and camel-class units, or a
combination thereof, that can be built in a land zone that Turn. Manpower icons
are shown as a dark-colored silhouette of a person on the board. Building a
factory requires 1 MP for a Minor, 2 MP for a medium and 3 MP for a Major. A
captured territory provides 1 Manpower, no matter how many icons it has (unless
it has none, in which case it does not provide any) (11.2).
 
Nation (Powers): A Nation is any Major or Minor Power in the game.     
 
National Reference Sheet (NRS): A reference for each playable entity that lists
their set-up, unit characteristics, bonus income, special rules and other
important information. These are an extension of the rules and any player can
view any NRS at any time. 

Possession/Ownership: Possession means that a Nation owns a land zone –
either because they conquered it, Aligned it, or already had it at the start of the
game. A Nation can never Possess a sea zone.  

Prequel [Optional]: Spring 1912-Spring 1914 Turns.

Revolt: A random event involving a colonial territory's armed rebellion against
the controlling Major or Minor Power. The outcome is rolled until one side is
victorious.
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Strategic Bombing: A type of combat where strategic bombers, airships and
zeppelins Attack and cause damage to Enemy facilities (9.8.2).

Strategic Naval Movement: Special kind of movement available to Naval
Transports (10.6.1).

Strategic Rail Movement: Movement of land and/or air units via railroads(10.4).
 
Submerge: The ability of an Attacking or Defending submarine to retreat but
remain in the same sea zone (9.7.1). 
 
Surface Ship: Any naval vessel that is not a submarine. 
 
Supply Path: A supply path (1.5) is a virtual path of land and or sea zones traced
across the map for various purposes including lend-lease (7.9).

Target Selection: The player rolling a hit within a certain range, choses the
casualty. Often limited to a particular class (9.2).

Turn: When the rules specify that it takes a Turn, it means that it takes an entire
Turn sequence (Production - Combat Movement - Combat - Non-combat
Movement - Place Units).

Unit Class: Unit classes in the game are Infantry (12.1.1), Vehicle (12.1.2), Artillery
(12.1.3), Naval (12.1.4), Air (12.1.5) and Facility (12.2). Special Markers (12.1.6)
are not part of these unit classes.

Warship: Any ship that is not a Naval Transport. 

Wartime Bonus Income: Nations are eligible to get Wartime Bonus Income once
at war with a Major Power.

Wartime Income: Some nations have to reach a certain level of income to be
able to declare war. This is called Wartime Income.

Section 1: The Map  

1.1 Land Zones:  All land zones have a name printed on them. If a land zone
does not have a name, it is part of an adjacent zone or island chain and not a
separate zone. Many land zones have numbers indicating their IPP value and
other artwork representing terrain and facilities. Lakes inside land zones are not
sea zones but block movement.
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1.2 Sea Zones (SZ):  Sea zones are identified by a number that begins with a
letter signifying which ocean the zone is in. Sea zones cannot be possessed.

A for Atlantic Ocean
P for Pacific
M for Mediterranean
I for Indian
 
1.3 Colors & Roundels:  Nations on the map are identified by a color and a
roundel.The colonies of major powers have colonial roundels identifying the
Major Power on the top half of the roundel.The U.S. territories have a regular
USA roundel due to their different political status as a territory and not a colony.

 
[IMAGE] - Add all Roundels here: (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Ottoman Empire,
British, France, United States, Japan, Italy, China)

 
1.4 Facilities: Land zones may contain man-made structures in them called
facilities. Many facilities are shown on the map and additional facilities can be
built during the game using facility markers (12.2). 

 
[IMAGE]  - Railroads (Regular and wide gauge) 
[IMAGE] – Airship Base 
[IMAGE] – Major Port 
[IMAGE] – Minor Port 
[IMAGE] – Major Shipyard 
[IMAGE] – Minor Shipyard 
[IMAGE] – Major Dockyard 
[IMAGE] – Minor Dockyard 
 [IMAGE] – Submarine Base 
 [IMAGE] – Seaplane Base 

 
1.5 Supply Paths: Supply Paths are virtual paths traced across the map when
required by a rule (they are not actually shown on the map). A Supply path can
be traced any distance and does not require a transport nor does it use up
strategic rail or naval capacity. A lend-lease supply path has more specific
requirements and exceptions (11.4). A supply path can be traced as follows: 
 
By Land:  When a supply path is traced via a land zone, it must be traced along
an undamaged railway or river (or combination of both). Players may give each
other permission to trace supply paths through land zones they possess
(regardless of Alliance) using their railways, rivers and facilities as needed.  If a
river travels between two land zones, permission must be granted by a player
possessing the land zone on either side. If one or both land zones on each side
of the river are neutral, permission is automatically granted by that neutral.
Supply paths cannot be traced through or adjacent to Enemy land zones.
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By Sea: When a supply path is traced across sea zones, the path must enter and
leave land zones where there is an undamaged Port, Shipyard or Dockyard
(Lend-lease rules allow only limited leasing through Minor Bases). Players may
give each other permission to trace supply paths through straits, canals, and
bases they Possess. Once a supply path has re-entered land zones from sea
zones it cannot cross more sea zones. 

Enemy units do not prevent the tracing of supply paths with the following
exceptions: Blockade (8.5.2) and Lend-lease interdiction (11.4). 
 
1.6 Convoy Lines: Convoy lines are white dotted lines on the map indicating
trade routes. Each convoy line is marked with a specific nation and a maximum
IPP value that can be lost to raiding. Convoy Lines are further described in 9.13. 

A convoy line can start and end in a land or sea zone. If it starts or ends in a land
zone, it will close if one or both of these zones is enemy possessed. A closed
convoy line cannot be raided.

Image of convoy line
 
1.7 Railroads:  Railroads are depicted as checkered lines on the map .  Narrow
(normal) gauge railroads are shown as white dashed lines, while broad gauge
railroads are shown as yellow dashed lines. Railroads are used for strategic rail
movement (10.4) and tracing supply paths (1.5, 11.4). Additional railroads can be
built during play (12.6). 

1.8 Terrain: (Terrain Effects are Optional)
The map contains various terrain types that can affect movement and combat.
These include mountains, deserts, jungles, marshes, rivers, tundra/ice, and dual
terrains. Each terrain type has specific rules and modifiers that apply to units and
facilities within those zones.

If the majority of a roundel in a land zone is located in a terrain type, the entire
land zone is subject to rules for that terrain type.

If the roundel is not located in terrain, but you need to cross terrain to reach the
roundel, you are subject to “border terrain” rules. Movement rules for that
terrain are in effect, but combat rules for that terrain last only for the first combat
round.

The land zone the unit is starting in does not cause terrain effects. Assume it
begins directly on the border. If a land unit has more than one movement (e.g.
Light Armor), conduct each movement separately against the terrain (i.e. as long
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as movement was not ended due to terrain in the first movement, assume the
unit also begins directly on the border for its second movement).

Determining a crossing is by tracing the shortest land path from the originating
land zone roundel to the target land zone roundel that only passes through the
two zones, not counting the originating land zone terrain.

Terrain marked with the word “Impassable” cannot be entered by land units
(Camel Corps can move into the Sahara Desert). Air units can fly over all
impassable terrain except the Himalayas but cannot end their movement there.
Railroads cannot be built into impassable terrain.
 
1.8.1 Mountains: Units are subject to Mountain rules on the first round of
combat when crossing a mountain border and on all combat rounds in a
mountain zone. 
Image of Mountain terrain
 
Combat: All land units have -1 Attack (Except Mountain Infantry).
 
Movement: All land units (except Cavalry and Camel Corps) must end their
movement upon entering a mountain zone. Armored cars and tanks may not
cross mountains except by Strategic Rail Movement.
 
1.8.2 Deserts: Units are subject to desert rules on the first round of combat
when crossing a desert border and on all combat rounds in a desert zone. 
Image of desert terrain
 
Combat: All land units have -1 Attack (Except Camel Corps).
All Attacking vehicle-class units that roll an “12” in combat are forced to retreat
(except Camel Corp).
 
Movement: All land units (except Camel Corp) must end their movement upon
entering a desert zone.

Placement: Camel Corps can only be placed in a territory with a manpower icon
that has desert or is adjacent to a territory with desert.
 
1.8.3 Jungle: Units are subject to Jungle rules on the first round of combat when
crossing a jungle border and on all combat rounds in a jungle zone. 
Image of jungle terrain
 
Combat: All vehicle class units have a -2 Attack and Defense. Gurkhas have +1
defense in jungles.
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Movement: All land units immediately end their movement upon entering
jungle. Tanks are prohibited in Jungle terrain.
  
Facilities cost +1 IPP to build in Jungle. The cost is added in the first turn of
construction. 
 
1.8.4 Marshes: Units are subject to Marsh rules on the first round of combat
when crossing a marsh border and on all combat rounds in a marsh zone. 
Image of marsh terrain
 
Combat: All vehicle class units have a -2 Attack and Defense.  
 
Movement:  All land units must end their movement upon entering entering into
a Marsh zone. Tanks and armored cars are not allowed in Marsh terrain except
by strategic rail movement.
 
Facilities cost +1 IPP to build in Marsh. The cost is added in the first turn of
construction. 
 
1.8.5 Rivers: Rivers are blue lines drawn on the map. Some rivers form the
border between two zones and modifiers would apply to units crossing in
either direction. A canal is not considered a river. Image of river terrain
 
Land units that must cross the river in the attacked land zone before reaching
the roundel are subject to river rules.  
  
River rules apply once per combat regardless of the number of rivers crossed.
 
Combat: All land units except Marines and Artillery-class units are subject to -1
Attack on the first round of combat.  
 
Strategic Rail Movement: A river can be used like a railway for strategic rail
movement. “Rail” use counts against the regional rail capacity for the Turn. (refer
to 10.6.1)

Supply Path: A River may be used for tracing a supply path through friendly land
zones. If a river travels between two land zones, permission must be granted by
a player possessing the land zone on either side. If one or both land zones on
each side of the river are neutral, permission is automatically granted by that
neutral. A unit can exit the river into any friendly land zone. (refer to 1.5)
 
1.8.6 Tundra/Ice: Units are subject to tundra rules on the first round of combat
when crossing a tundra border and on all combat rounds in a tundra zone.

Combat: Combat is limited to one round.
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Movement: All land units must end their movement upon entering a tundra
zone.
Image of tundra terrain
 
1.9 Dual Terrains: Some land zones have more than one type of terrain that
provide modifiers to combat and movement. Attacking and defending units
must adjust combat values with the highest positive and negative modifiers for
each combat round. This can change as some terrain types only impact the first
round of combat. The unit may also have their movement restricted by terrain.
  
Examples of Dual Terrains 
(a) Mountain Cities: A Mountain City (example: Madrid) gives +1 Defense for all
infantry class units on all rounds of combat and a -1 to the Attacker unless
surrounded. Mountain Infantry do not gain an additional +1. 
(b) Mountain Rivers: Attacking across a river and into a mountain is still only -1
on the first round of combat. Mountain infantry would be subject to the -1 for
the river even though they suffer no Attack penalty in Mountains. 
(c) River City: The river would provide -1 to the Attacker on the first round of
combat, and the city would provide +1 to the Defender on all rounds of
combat. 

1.10 Straits and Canals: Straits and canals are strategically important waterways
and are labeled on the map. Naval units move through straits or canals like they
would crossing sea zone borders. Canals are identified with a white canal
symbol.

image of a canal symbol

Passage through a strait or canal can be restricted by the owner. A strait is a
waterway located between two land zones and a canal is located in a land zone.
Units cannot end their movement in a canal. A canal is considered a sea zone
border for air and naval movement purposes. A canal can be used as a river to
trace Supply Paths and Strategic Naval Movement. Attacking across a canal
gives the same attack penalties as a river (refer to 1.8.5). There are many
restrictions regarding movement through straits and canals.

● Land units can cross a canal but not a strait.
● Aircraft may fly over a neutral nation’s straits and canals, even if closed.
● Submarines can move through closed straits but not closed canals.
● Naval units cannot combat move through a strait or canal the Player Turn

a player captures its Controlling land zone.
● Naval units can non-combat move through a strait on the Turn a player

captures its Controlling land zone, but not through a canal.
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● A nation cannot combat move through a canal against an Enemy Nation
on the turn they make a declaration of war against the Controlling Nation
of the canal.

Image of strait and canal

Table 1-1 Straits 
Strait Controlling Land Zone

(Owner)
Closure rules

Danish straits Denmark (Denmark) Denmark denies passage to all
nations at war until Denmark is
Aligned to a Major Power. Place a
mine marker when aligned, Denmark
shares the locations of the mines
with that Major Power.

Strait of
Gibraltar

Gibraltar (British
Empire)

Owner of Gibraltar may deny
passage to Enemy nations. When at
war, place a mine marker. The mines
never change ownership. Remove
only if Britain surrenders.

Adriatic Gap Mezzogiorno
(Kingdom of Italy)

Owner of Mezzogiorno may deny
passage to Enemy nations. When at
war, place a mine marker. The mines
never change ownership. Remove
only if Italy surrenders.

Forcing a Strait: A nation may attempt to force its navy through a closed strait.
The player Controlling the strait makes one attack against each forcing Surface
Ship at “3”. This is in addition to any Coastal Artillery at the narrow crossing the
Defending player may have. Forcing a strait is a Declaration of War against the
owner of the strait, and is subject to all restrictions thereof.

Table 1-2 Canals
Canal Controlling Land Zone

(Owner)
Closure Rules

Panama Canal Panama (USA) Owner of Panama may deny passage
to Enemy nations. USA can close at
15 IPP. Not operational until Summer
1914.

Suez Canal Eastern Egypt (British
Empire)

Owner of Eastern Egypt may deny
passage to Enemy nations.

Kaiser Wilhelm
Canal

Western Germany
(German Empire)

Owner of Western Germany may
deny passage to Enemy nations.

Turkish Strait* Constantinople
(Ottoman Empire)

Owner of Constantinople may deny
passage to Enemy nations. It can
block supply paths of Enemy nations.
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St. Lawrence
Seaway &
Great Lakes
canal system

Canada and USA
(Multiple zones)

Owner of land zones adjacent to
each canal may deny passage to
Enemy nations.

* Turkish Straits: Turkish Straits are significantly narrow enough that they are
considered a canal for game purposes. 

Combat Moving Through Canals: A nation cannot Combat Move through a
canal unless they Possess it or are Aligned with the owner.  I.E. Russia
cannot Combat Move through the Ottoman-owned Turkish Strait on Turn 1
when the Ottomans are still neutral.

1.11 Narrow Crossings: Sea zones of the map are marked with dotted
lines between land zones – these are Narrow Crossings. 
 
A player may combat move Naval Infantry across narrow crossings. A player may
also non-combat move infantry class units across. The units must begin on one
side of the crossing and end their move on the other, as if they were adjacent.
Units may not use Strategic Rail Movement to make the crossing. The number of
units that may be moved across is printed on the line.   

The presence of Coastal Artillery in the attacked land zone prevents combat
movement across a narrow crossing. Enemy Warships or aircraft on Maritime Air
Patrol in the crossed sea zone prevent both combat and non-combat movement
across a narrow crossing.
Image of a Narrow Crossing

1.12 Cities: Cities are indicated by a circular or semi-circular land zone on the
map.  
Image of a city
 
Combat: Cities give Defending infantry-class units +1 Defense on all rounds of
combat and target selection at “1” (versus vehicle-class units). A city that is
surrounded (and blockaded) gets neither of the above bonuses but instead
gives a -1 to all Defending units on all rounds of combat.  
 
A city is surrounded if all adjacent land zones are enemy-possessed and if there
is no undamaged naval facility present. A blockaded Naval facility is treated the
same as if it were damaged. If the City borders a neutral or friendly land zone, it
cannot be surrounded. 
 
1.13 Special Fortification Areas: Some areas on the map are so small that a
single Coastal Artillery protects the entire land zone regardless of how many sea
zones they border.
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• All city land zones
• Panama
• British Malaya
• Crimea

1.14 Great Barrier Reef: It is not possible to make amphibious assaults into
Queensland from sea zones P64, P71, P72.
Image of the Great Barrier Reef

1.15 Himalayan Mountains : The Himalayan Mountains are impassable to all
units, including aircraft.

1.16 Arabia: Northern, Central, and Southern Arabia are territories inhabited by
loose confederations of tribes. They cannot be influenced and can be attacked by
any nation without a declaration of war.

1.17 Persia: Persia is divided into three zones. Central Persia (a neutral country),
the Russian influence zone and the British influence zone. The influence zones
are Russian and British respectively for all game purposes except they are not
considered part of their starting territories or Home Countries.

1.18 Mexico: Use the Mexican mini-map if playing the 1912-1914 Prequel.

1.19 Balkans: Use the Balkan mini-map if playing the 1912-1914 Prequel.

1.20 Colonial Roundels: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and
Britain all have colonial roundels of a slightly different design than their Home
Nation. Canada, Australia, and India are different shades of tan and have unique
colonial roundels within the British Empire.

Section 2. Setting Up

2.1 Assign Players: Decide which nations each player will command. Use table
2-2 to assign players to nations based on how many players you have. Note that
throughout the rules the Major Powers are often referred to by a shortened
version of their historical designation (e.g. Germany in lieu of The German
Empire).
 
 Table 2-2 

Country 2
Players

3
Players

4
Players

5
Players

6
Players

German Empire 1 1 1 1 1
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Austro-Hungarian
Empire

1 1 2 2 2

Ottoman Empire 1 1 2 2 2
British Empire 2 2 3 3 3
USA 2 2 3 3 4
French Republic 2 2 3 4 5
Imperial Russia 2 3 4 5 6

Independent Kingdom of Italy and Independent Empire of Japan: If there is
another player who wants to participate but has limited experience, time, or just
wants to limit their involvement they could play Italy or Japan. This player would
still be subject to the Italian or Japanese entry rules.

2.2 National Reference Sheets (NRS): Each nation has a National Reference
Sheet that contains important information needed to play that nation.
The National Reference Sheets are part of the rules and all players can access
other nation’s sheets at any time. 
 
[IMAGE OF NATIONAL REF SHEET WITH ARROWS SHOWING Content] 

2.3 Setup: Set up all the units and facilities as indicated for each nation on the
setup chart. This includes placement of ships at various levels of
production. Coastal artillery are placed facing the sea zone indicated in the
setup chart for that territory.

Any ship may be set up as in-port at a major naval base (port, shipyard,
dockyard) with an unlimited number of ships. Minor naval bases have no in-port
capacity.

Militia and Colonial Infantry possess similar attributes. Use Colonial Troops in
colonies and Militia in your Home Country (as listed on the NRS). Any Militia that
are listed on Major Power setup sheets that are located in colonies must remain
in the territory they are placed in unless they are upgraded to Infantry (See 11.3).

Some nations have reserves listed on their National Reference Sheet. These
reserves are placed during the Place Units & Collect Income Phase for each
Power according to the Set Up charts when each goes to war with a Major
Power (subject to Manpower Limits).

2.4 Starting Income: Give each nation their starting IPPs for the scenario as
listed for the scenario on the NRS. Do not include bonus income.
Place each Nation’s roundel on the IPP Tracking Chart number that corresponds
to their starting income. 
 
[IMAGE: HBG Battle Bucks and Chips] 
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2.5 Income and Turn Tracker: Place the calendar marker on the top of the IPP
Tracking Chart to indicate the current calendar Turn (Spring 1912 for the Prequel
and Summer 1914 for the main game). Each calendar Turn represents
four months, so a year is divided into Spring, Summer and Fall-Winter Turns.

[IMAGE OF Turn TRACK & IPP CHART]  

2.6 Choose Optional Rules and Expansions: Before starting the game, players
decide which optional rules and expansions they want to use (See Optional
Rules in Section 13 and throughout the rulebook).

Section 3: Victory Objectives
 

3.1 Winning: The Alliance with the most Victory Points (Table 3-2) at the end
of the game wins. This is calculated by adding the points for the Objective Cities
(3.2) and National Objectives (3.4). 

3.2 Victory Cities: Each Victory City is worth one Victory Point (VP). These
cities are: Berlin, Constantinople, London, Paris, Vienna, Petrograd, Peking (US
Scored Victory City if held by the Allies). Petrograd is replaced by Moscow if
playing the Russian Civil War.
 
3.3 Bonus and Penalties: 

3.3.1 Bonus.

3.3.1.1 Chinese Warlord Era: There are victory points provided for the Central
Powers or Allies at the conclusion of WWI based on the success of the
Nationalists or Warlords.

1 Victory Point 2 Victory Points

Central Powers Warlords possess 9 Land
Zones in China

Warlords possess 14
Land Zones in China

Allies Nationalists possess 9
Land Zones in China

Nationalists possess 14
Land Zones in China

3.3.1.2 Russian Civil War: When playing with the Russian Civil War, the Soviet
Victory Points will determine the Soviet standing at the end of the Civil War
separate from the Allies. The Allies and Central Powers will be capable of
achieving a Victory Point Bonus by limiting Soviet achievement of those
Objectives.
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Germany, Britain and France may gain one victory point if they stop Soviet
Russia from obtaining five or more victory objectives.

3.3.2 Penalties: A nation loses one Victory Objective Point (not Victory City
Points) for each land zone worth at least 1 IPP in its Home Country that
is Enemy-owned at the end of the game. A nation that has surrendered cannot
score any Victory Points (Objective or City). 
 
3.4 National Objectives: Each nation has a list of Victory Objectives.
Each Alliance has 18 scorable Victory Objectives divided among their respective
nations. The Soviets have 12.

3.4.1 Total Victory Points by Alliance

Allied (22 Possible) Central Powers (21 Possible)
Objectives (18) Cities (4) Objectives (18) Cities (3)
Britain: 5
France: 5
Russia: 4
USA: 4

Britain: 1
France: 1
Russia: 1
USA: 1

Germany: 9
Austria-Hungary:
5
Ottoman Empire:
4

Germany: 1
Austria-Hungary:
1
Ottoman Empire:
1

Soviet (13 Possible) Objectives: 12 City: 1 (Moscow)

3.5 Victory Scoring: At the end of the game, calculate the total number of
Victory Points for each Alliance. The Alliance who has the highest number of
Victory Points is the winner.  Add the Russian Victory Points up at the point of
the Collapse for their contribution to the Allied total.

To Summarize, a Major Power will:
● Add Victory Objectives
● Add Victory Cities
● Subtract any lost Home Land Zone
● France may have to subtract 1 VP if they surrender Tunisia to Italy
● Each Alliance total may gain 1 or 2 VPs for Chinese Warlord or Nationalist

success
● Germany, Britain, and France may gain one VP if they stop Soviet Russia

from obtaining five or more victory objectives.
● Add the Major Powers total VP together to determine which Alliance is

the Victor

Central Powers Victory Objectives

German Empire
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Objective Maximum Available Points Description
Buffer and Client
States

5 Score 1 victory objective for each of the
following Germany Possesses or Controls at
end of game: (a) Belgium (b) Warsaw (c)
Congress Poland (d) Lithuania, Estonia, and
Latvia (e) Western Ukraine.

Victory 1 Score 1 Victory Objective if Germany
Possesses one of the following land zones at
end of game: Picardy, Lorraine or any British
Home Country territory.

Mittelafrika 1 Score 1 Victory Objective if Germany
Possesses land zones that continuously
connect German East Africa with German
Cameroon or German South Africa.

Global Reach 1 Score 1 Victory Objective if Germany has a
Major Naval Facility in a territory worth at least
1 IPP at end of game on the Pacific Ocean or
can trace a Supply Path via rail to Southern
Persia.

Naval
Dominance

1 Score 1 Victory Objective if Germany has as
many Dreadnoughts as Britain in the Atlantic
Ocean (not including A12, A13, A14) or more
submarines than Britain has Destroyers.

Austro-Hungarian Empire
Objective Maximum Available Points Description
Rally the
Empire

1 End the game with all starting territories.

Expand the
Empire

4 Score 1 Victory Objective for each of the
following it possesses or controls at the end of
the game: Romania, Thessaly, Macedonia,
Northern Italy, Serbia, Western Ukraine.

Ottoman Empire
Objective Maximum Available Points Description
Ottoman
Dynasty

4 Score 1 Victory Objective for Possession or
Control of each of the following: Bulgaria,
Thessaly, Macedonia, Southern Persia, Northern
Persia, Armenia, Transcaucasia, Eastern Egypt
and Cyprus or any new territory that is both
worth 1 IPP or more and in a supply path to
Constantinople.

Allied Victory Objectives

Imperial Russia
Objective Maximum Available Points Description
Key Terrain 3 Score 1 victory objective for each of the

following the Russians Possesses at the time of
the Russian Collapse (refer to 4.15): Crimea,
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Kiev, Warsaw, Transcaucasia, Western Ukraine,
Primorsky Krai, Archangelisk.

Expand the
Empire

1 Score 1 Victory objective for any land zone
Russia Possesses at the time of the Russian
Collapse (refer to 4.15) that it did not own at
the start of the game that is worth at least 1 IPP.

British Empire
Objective Maximum Available Points Description
Destruction of
German Navy

1 Score 1 victory objective if at the end of the
game Germany has no remaining Dreadnoughts
and has no more than 3 surface warships on the
board.

Spoils of the
Dying

1 Score 1 victory objective if at the end of the
game Britain has Constantinople or more
Dreadnoughts than any other nation in the
Mediterranean.

Pacific Security 1 Score 1 victory objective if Britain Possesses
both Hong Kong and Malay and has at least one
Dreadnought in the Pacific.

Africa 1 Score 1 victory objective if Britain ends the
game in Possession of at least two German
colonies in Africa.

Oil 1 Score 1 Victory Objective if Britain has Southern
Iraq or both Syria or Southern Persia at the end
of the game.

French Republic
Objective Maximum Available Points Description
Total Victory 1 Score 1 victory objective if at the end of Game

the Allies Possess Bavaria.
Oil 1 Score 1 victory objective if at the end of game

France Possesses Syria or Southern Iraq.
Maintain the
Empire

1 Score 1 victory objective if at the end of the
game France has all their starting territories and
colonies.

Colonial
Expansion

2 Score 1 victory objective for each former
Ottoman or German land zone France
Possesses that is not part of their Home
Country.

United States of America
Objective Maximum Available Points Description
Neutrality 1 Score 1 Victory Objective if the USA loses

fewer than 10 land units and fewer than 2
capital ships in the game or the war ends with
each Alliance total victory points less than or
equal to 3 points different between the two
(add this VO after the others are scored).

Monroe Doctrine 1 Score 1 Victory Objective if at the end of the
game no Enemy nation Possesses a land zone
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in North, Central or South America they did
not own at the start of the game.

Pacific Security 1 Score 1 victory objective if the USA has more
dreadnoughts than Japan, Possesses all the
Pacific islands it began the game with, and
China possesses 9 IPP or more in Chinese
territory value.

Global
Dominance

1 Score 1 Victory Objective if at the end of the
game the USA is at war with the Central
Powers, has 18 or more land units in Europe
and more dreadnoughts than Great Britain.

Soviet Russia
Objective Maximum Available Points Description
The Proletariat 3 Score 1 victory objective for each of the

following the Soviets Possesses at the end of
the game: Petrograd, Transcaucasia, Smolensk,
Tsaritsyn, Primorsky Krai, Archangelisk.

Go West! 2 Soviets possess all three Polish territories at the
end of the game.

Retain Finland 2 Soviets possess all three Finnish territories at
the end of the game.

Ukrainian
Soviets

2 Soviets possess all six Ukrainian territories at
the end of the game.

Connect the
Soviet Republics

1 Score 1 victory objective for taking one
unbroken rail line linking Primorsky Krai and
Moscow

Communist
International

1 Score 1 victory objective for any Neutral that is
Soviet Aligned.

Persian Socialist
Soviet Republic

1 Score 1 victory objective for taking Northern
Persia.

3.6 Ending the Game: The Global War game ends after the complete
Fall-Winter Turn of 1918. When the game ends, some Objectives require a
supply path to exist. Prior to the calculation of a supply path, return all aircraft
from Maritime Air Patrol and Remove all Damage Markers from all ships and
facilities.

3.7 Variable Ending: As an optional rule, players may use the variable end die
roll.

3.7.1 Variable Ending [Optional Rule]
This option creates a variable endpoint to either game scenario.  Beginning in Spring
1918, a D12 is rolled at the end of each calendar Turn. The US player rolls the
die after its Turn is finished. The game ends on the following modified roll: 

Spring 1918: 1
Summer 1918: 1-2
Fall-Winter 1918: 1-3
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Spring 1919: 1-5
Each Turn after: 1-6.
The game must end at the end of the Chinese turn in Spring 1920.

Add (+1) to the requirement for every Major Power capital that is Enemy-owned.

3.8 Sudden Death: [Optional] If the game ends when two Alliances are tied, no
further game end die rolls are made. Instead, the game continues until the score
for victory points is no longer tied for first at the end of a Calendar Turn. 
Image of Victory Chart

Section 4 National Relations  
 
4.1 Major Powers: There are seven Major Powers: the German Empire,
Austro-Hungarian Empire, Ottoman Empire, United States of America, British
Empire, French Republic and Imperial Russia (possibly ending as Soviet Russia).  

4.2 Minor Powers: All other nations are Minor Powers. The Republic of China,
Empire of Japan and Kingdom of Italy are all Minor Powers that are run
separately if and when they enter the war.
 
4.3 Alliances: There are two Alliances in the game – the Allies (historically called
the Triple Entente) and the Central Powers. Some Minor Powers join different
Alliances during the game (refer to 4.4). If you are using the Prequel (Appendix
A), events may change certain entry dates or when the war starts. If you use the
Russian Civil War (Appendix B), the Soviets become a third Alliance by
themselves.
  
4.3.1 Alliances at the start of War in Summer 1914 (unless specified in random
events).

Table 4.1 Alliances
Allies Central Powers
Major Powers at Start of the War
British Empire
French Republic
Imperial Russia

Aligned Minors
Serbia – (Russia)
Montenegro – (France)

Major Powers at Start of the War
German Empire
Austro-Hungarian Empire

Central Power Nations Joining Later
(Historic Join Date) Unless the nation has
been influenced into neutrality or the
opposite Alliance.
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Allied Nations Joining Later (Historic Join
Date) Unless the nation has been
influenced into neutrality or the opposite
Alliance.

Idrisid Emirate of Asir (Summer 1915) –
Britain
Nejd & Hasa – (Fall-Winter 1915) Britain
Portugal (Spring 1916) - Britain
Romania (Summer 1916) - France
Cuba (Spring 1917) – USA
Greece (Summer 1917) – Britain
Siam (Summer 1917) - Japan
Brazil (Fall-Winter 1917)
Liberia (Spring 1918) – USA
Central America (Spring 1918) – USA

Ottoman Empire* (Fall-Winter 1914)
Jabal Shammar (Fall-Winter 1914) -
Ottoman
Dervish State (Fall-Winter 1914) -
Ottoman
Sultanate of Darfur (Fall-Winter 1914) -
Ottoman

Bulgaria (Fall-Winter 1915)
-Austria-Hungary

* The Ottomans remain neutral until
Fall-Winter 1914. Therefore, the Allies
would have to pay the Allied Declaration
of War Penalty (4.16) to attack them in the
summer.

Special Cases
Republic of China (4.10)
Empire of Japan (4.11)
Kingdom of Italy (4.12)
United States of America (4.13)

4.4 Aligning: Nations that are members of the same Alliance become Aligned
when they are at war with the same Major Power, or through random events or
historic join dates. Nations that join through a random event or historic join date
do so at the start of the Turn. Minor Powers Align to Major Powers under certain
conditions (refer to 4.5.2).  

Table 4.2 Major Powers that are Aligned to one another may:

Give (or deny) permission for units of other Nations to enter, move through or
fly over land zones they possess (including use of straits, canals, railways,
rivers, etc.).

Defend together when attacked.

Use each other’s bases for scrambling and movement bonus.

Use each other’s dockyards and shipyards for repairing Capital Ships

Add Minor Power IPP value to Major Power income.

You must return Possession of a land zone you capture from an Enemy to your
Alliance member if that land zone has their roundel printed on it. You may not
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declare war on a member of your Alliance or their Aligned/Controlled Minors.

When a Minor Power Aligns with a Major Power, it becomes fully incorporated
and ceases to exist. This means all the Minor Power’s land zones and units are
now possessed by the Major Power. The Minor Power’s units may be replaced
by the corresponding Major Power’s units.

Italy, Japan and China are exceptions to this rule and they each have their
own national reference sheet. See their national reference sheets for details.

4.5 Control: The term “Control” refers to a limited level of decision-making a
nation may have over a non-Aligned Minor Power. A nation gains Control of a
Minor Power when it is attacked by another Major Power, through random
events, or through the Diplomacy process.

Table 4.3 If a Major Power controls a Minor Power, the Major Power:

The Controlling Major Power may;

● Move the Minor Power’s units including combat movement if already at
war.

● Make a recruitment roll each Turn on a D12. On a result that is equal to or
less than the number of land zones that the controlled nation owns, you
get either 1 Infantry or 2 Militia to place in any of its land zones (subject
to manpower placement limits).

● Trace a Supply Path through the Minor Power’s land zones.
● Move land, sea, and air units into and through the minor power’s

territories.

The Controlling Major Power may not (on behalf of the Controlled Minor
Power):

● Declare war or take actions that put the Minor Power at war with any
Major or Minor Power they are not already at war with.

● Collect Income.
● Send Lend-lease.
● Research technology.
● Engage in Diplomacy.

When a Major Power declares war on a Controlled Minor but not the Controlling
Major Power, it is the decision of the Controlling Major Power if they are also
going to war.
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4.5.2 Minor Power Alignment Conditions 

Minor Power Join Conditions Who it Aligns To Table 4.4
If Attacked by the Allies or
Central Powers

Aligns to Major Power of the opposing Alliance
with the highest diplomatic relationship or
nearest land zone if completely neutral.

Through Diplomatic Influence First Nation to reach Level 4 on the Diplomacy
Chart.

Through Historic Join Date Nation listed on Table 4-1. Nations join
automatically unless the nation has been
influenced into neutrality or in the opposite
Alliance.

Through Random Events Follow guidelines on random events.

4.6 Historic Join Dates: Table 4-1 lists Minor Nations and their historic join dates.
On a nation’s Historic Join Date, the nation will automatically Align and join the
war if the Aligning Major Power is at war. Table 4-1 shows which side it will join
and which Major Power will Align it. See 4.19 for Diplomacy implications.

4.7 Neutrality: A Major power is Neutral until it is at war with a Major Power
(even if it is at war with another Minor Power).  A Minor Power is neutral towards
any Major Power that has not declared war on it until it is Aligned with a Major
Power.

4.8 Alignment and Control Conditions: General rules to determine which
Alliance and Major Power will Align or take Control of a Minor Power.

4.8.1 Alliance Sphere of Influence

Table 4.5
Allies Central Powers

Nations Align with the Allies if a Central
Powers Nation declares war on them.

Nations come under Allied Control if
they are attacked by the Central Powers
but the attacking power is not at war
with the Allies.

Nations Align with the Central
Powers if the Allies declare war on
them.

Nations come under Central Powers
Control if they are attacked by the
Allies or Soviets but the attacker
(Allies or Soviets) is not at war with
the Central Powers.

Assigning Alignment and Control Assigning Alignment and Control
Assign to the Major Power with the
highest diplomatic relationship or
nearest land zone if completely neutral.

Assign to the Major Power with the
highest diplomatic relationship or
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If the Minor Power is in North or South
America, assign it to the USA.

nearest land zone if completely
neutral.

4.9 Impact of Random Events: Random Events are determined prior to a Minor
Power auto-aligning or rolling for entry into the war. Apply all Random Events
first.

4.10 Republic of China: The Republic of China is a playable Minor Power that is
controlled by the Allies.
The Warlord Era: China fragmented into competing Warlords and the Nationalist
Party after the Xinhai Revolution of 1911. The Ottoman Empire will control the
Warlords and the U.S. will control the Nationalist Army in an attempt to unify
China starting in the Summer of 1914 and ending at the conclusion of WWI.

There are four ways that China may align to the Allies:

(a) When they possess 14 territories.
(b) Through random events. image of Chinese Warlord card
(c) A Major Power declares war on China.
(d) On entry roll Summer 1917.

Resolve Chinese entry at the start of the Summer 1917 Turn if it is not already in
the war.

Chinese Entry. In the Summer Turn of 1917, roll a die for China.

1-10 China Aligns with the Allies and is controlled by the United States.
11-12 China does not Align with the Allies. Do not roll this again.

4.11 Empire of Japan: Beginning on the Summer 1914 Turn, the British player
rolls for Japanese Entry and Alignment. Japan can join the Allies, Central
Powers, or remain neutral depending on the outcome of the roll. If Japan stays
neutral, the rolling continues with current modifiers until it aligns with one side.
Once at war, Japan can conduct Technology Research and collect Wartime
Income. Japan, as a playable Minor Power, aligns with Austria-Hungary or
Britain based on the Entry Roll outcome. If Japan aligns with the Central
Powers, the Allies face a penalty for declaring war on them (Refer to 4.16).
Japan is neutral until they declare war on another nation. Japan rolls only 1D6
for Wartime Economy Technology to add to their income.
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Japanese Entry
The first Turn after Britain reaches Wartime Income, the British resolve Japanese
entry with a roll of a D12.***

1-2 Japan joins the Central Powers and Aligns to Austria-Hungary.
3-5 Japan remains neutral.**
6-12 Japan joins the Allies and Aligns to Britain.

**Each Turn roll for Neutral Japan.
1-2 Japan joins Central Powers and Aligns to Austria-Hungary.
3-4 Japan remains Neutral.
5-12 Japan joins the Allies and Aligns to Britain.

***If Japan is being played by an Independent Player, that player gets to shift
the roll with a modifier of + or - 2 depending on which side they choose to join.
This decision is made once in writing before the first roll and applies each Turn
after if Japan remains neutral.

4.12 Kingdom of Italy: Italian Alignment is resolved at the start of the Summer
1915 Turn. Italy can join the Allies, Central Powers, or remain neutral depending
on the outcome of the roll. If Italy remains neutral, the rolling continues with
current modifiers until it aligns with one side. Once at war, Italy can conduct
Technology Research and collect Wartime Income. Italy, as a playable Minor
Power, aligns with Austria-Hungary or the French Empire based on the Entry Roll
outcome. If Italy aligns with the Central Powers, the Allies face a penalty for
declaring war on them while they are neutral (Refer to 4.16). They remain neutral
until they declare war on another nation. Italy rolls only 1D6 for Wartime
Economy Technology to add to their income.

Italian Entry: In the Summer
Turn of 1915, France rolls a
D12 for Italy.*

1-2: Italy joins Central Powers
and Aligns to Austria-Hungary
3-4: Italy is neutral
5-12: Italy joins the Allies and
Aligns to France.

Modifiers
(-1 each) for each City captured by Central
Powers.
(-2) Central Powers have 8 or more infantry
units in Austria.
(-1) if Japan joined the Allies
(+1) if Japan joined the Central Powers.
(+1) Each following Turn Italy is Neutral.
(+2) There are <4 Central Power infantry units
in Austria land zone.
(+2) France agrees to lose a victory condition
and give Italy Tunisia. Place an Italian roundel
on Tunisia if Italy actually joins the Allies.
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Add (-1) Central Power modifier if British-Italian Rivalry random event results in
limited war (option 3) between Italy and Britain. Add (+1) Central Power modifier
if British-Italian Rivalry random event results in Challenging Italy with attacking
neutral infantry (option 2).

*If Italy is being played by an Independent Player, that player gets to shift the
roll with a modifier of + or - 2 depending on which side they choose to join. This
decision is made once in writing before the first roll and applies each Turn if Italy
remains neutral. An independent Italy may conduct technology research.

4.13 The United States of America: The United States cannot declare war until
they reach their Wartime Income level (which is equal to the value of their
starting land zones 37-IPP). U.S. income increases each Turn as described on
their National Reference Sheet. The actions the U.S. player can take are based
on their current income level.

4.14 U.S. Monroe Doctrine: The USA has a special doctrine in place known as
the Monroe Doctrine, which claims all of North, Central, and South America as
off-limits to foreign colonization (inclusive of all neutral island nations in the
Caribbean Sea). The Monroe Doctrine allows the USA to do the following:

a. The USA may Attack any foreign Major Power’s units (including their
ships) in or bordering North, South, or Central America regardless of its
own income level and without a declaration of war (thus avoiding the
Allied Declaration of War penalty (4.16)).

b. This does not trigger US income increase.

Example: Germany aligns Argentina in 1916 prior to the U.S. and Germany
being at war. Germany replaces all Argentinian units with German ones. Even
though no attack has taken place, the USA can still invoke the Monroe
Doctrine and attack Argentina. This action would not put Germany and the USA
at war. The USA remains at its current income and pays no Allied Declaration of
War Penalty. However, if Germany declares war on the United States for
attacking their Aligned Minor Power, then the USA goes to full income.
 
4.15 Russian Collapse: Russia has a chance to collapse each Turn starting in
Spring 1917; Germany will roll a D12. On a roll of 12, Russia collapses and the
military replaces the Tsar. Russia may only collapse once per game.

Modifiers applied each roll until Russia Collapses.
(-1) for each IPP producing Home Territory Russia has gained.
(+1) for each IPP producing Home Territory Russia has lost.
(+1) for each previous roll you have made.
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Russia Collapses immediately if Petrograd is Enemy-owned at the end of the
Russian Turn.

Administer Russian Collapse. On the Turn that Russia collapses, implement
the steps below in this order:

(a) Peace or War: Germany immediately decides if it will continue the war or
sue for peace. This decision is irrevocable once made.

If Germany continues the war, Russian collapse does not result in the
Russian Civil War for the rest of the game.

In every Russian-possessed Home Territory, immediately add: Add 1
Russian Infantry for every MP icon up to its full value, 1 Artillery for every
Factory, and place 1 Cavalry in Moscow and 1 Cavalry in Petrograd.
Russia continues as a Major Power. Do not implement any more collapse
rolls or rules.

If Germany proposes peace, continue to implement (b), (c), and (d) or (e)
below.

(b) Russia may not spend, lend-lease, collect or otherwise use any IPP or
Attack this Turn. Russia may not research technology or conduct
diplomacy. Russia may continue to defend and conduct non-combat
movements.

(c) The Central Powers must continue to keep all units in Russia that started
that Turn in Russia. The Central Powers must conduct one mandatory
offensive against Russia for at least one round to convince the Russians
of their “peace terms.”

(d) At the beginning of the following Calendar Turn, Russia will surrender all
IPP to Germany. The Central Powers must leave one land unit in every
Territory that was part of the Russian starting territories. All Central Power
original Home Territory possessed by Russia will return to the original
owner. Begin the Russian Civil War (Appendix B).

If you’re not playing with the Russian Civil War expansion set, then you only
have to do the following:

(e) At the time of the Russian Collapse immediately add the current Russian
Victory Points up for inclusion with the Allies at the end of WWI. Russia
will surrender all IPP to Germany. The Central Powers must leave one
land unit in every territory that was part of the Russian starting territories.
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All Central Power original Home Territory possessed by Russia will return
to the original owner. The Russian player is no longer active in the game.

4.16 Allied Declaration of War Penalty: Great Britain, France and the United
States (but not Russia) must pay a 5 IPP penalty if they declare war on a Neutral
Minor Power. The USA may only do this when at wartime income. The 5 IPP cost
is due immediately and may be shared by all nations that are able to declare
war. Until at war with a Major Power, USA suffers a -5 IPP income decrease each
time any Allied power declares war on a Neutral Minor Power. 

4.17 Garrison Requirements: Certain land zones require a land unit (i.e., a
garrison) to be present for Major Powers to draw the income from that territory.
If the unit is not present during the Place Units and Collect Income phase,
income cannot be collected from that territory (note that you can place a new
unit there, and still draw the income).

Territories that require a garrison are:
(a) All land zones in Africa, Middle East, or Asia that are not part of a Home

Country (Excluding Australia and New Zealand).
(b) Britain must garrison Ireland.
(c) All captured land zones (not in possession of a starting player).

4.18 Minor Power Colonies: If a Minor Power is defeated and you Control that
Minor Power, the Colonies of the defeated power continue to be Controlled by
you and Align to you when you are at war with another Major Power.
 
4.19 Diplomacy: Nations can be influenced through the diplomatic influence
process. The Diplomacy Process is conducted on the Diplomacy Chart.

4.19.1 Setup: At the start of the scenario use the Diplomacy Chart which shows
the position of different nations in terms of their current diplomatic leaning. If a
nation is a strict neutral it cannot be influenced.

Image of the Diplomacy Chart

4.19.2 Diplomacy Chart: The Diplomacy Chart is divided into seven sections,
one for each Major Power in the game. Each of these sections is divided into
influence levels as explained below.

1. Ports Open: This allows the Major Power’s Alliance members to use the
neutral nation’s naval bases as if they were Friendly for all purposes except
ship building. The ports are restricted for the opposite Alliance members.

2. +1 IPP in Trade: The influencing Major Power receives 1 of the Nation’s IPPs
as long as the neutral nation can trace a supply path to the Major Power’s
Home Country. The nation must have at least 1 IPP in value, otherwise the
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Major Power gets 0 IPP in trade. This is not an additional IPP once a Neutral
becomes aligned.

3. Territory Passage: The influencing Major Power can now pass through but
not into the Minor Power’s territory. This includes flying over it with aircraft,
moving through its canals and straits, and using its railways and rivers for
strategic movement.

4. Alignment: The Minor Power is fully Aligned as per (4.4). If you Align a Minor
Power and you are at war, it is fully incorporated into your nation. If your
Major Power is not at war with another Major Power, it Controls that Minor
instead.

A Major Power at one level gets all the benefits of the lower levels.

4.19.3 Influence Process: During each nation’s Production Phase they may
attempt to influence Minor Powers. A Major Power may purchase up to two
attempts per Turn for 1 IPP per attempt. Diplomacy, automatic alignment, and
rolling for Wartime Economy (if achieved) are prohibited (even if allowed by a
random event) if the applicable Major Power failed to make its Mandatory
Offensive in the previous year. These abilities are restored once the Major Power
conducts a mandatory offensive the following Turn. A nation gets an extra
attempt at no cost if:

● On the previous Turn, in at least one naval combat, your ships destroyed
more enemy Dreadnoughts, Pre-Dreadnoughts and Cruisers (not
including German Cruiser Raiders) than you lost. Place Nation’s roundel
on the Additional Influence Rolls Box on the Diplomacy Chart as a
reminder to make rolls the following Turn.

● On the previous Turn, your nation attacked and took Possession of at
least one new Enemy-owned land zone (a neutral does not count) and
you still own it at the time of influence. Place Nation’s roundel on the
Additional Influence Rolls Box on the Diplomacy Chart as a reminder to
make rolls the following Turn.

4.19.4 Influence Roll: When making an attempt, roll a D12. On a “1-3” you are
successful against neutrals and a “1-2” against those neutrals progressing on the
opposite Alliance’s section. When successful, you can:

● Move that nation’s roundel towards neutral if it is in an Enemy section of
the chart.

● Move the nation’s roundel laterally towards you if it is on a member of
your Alliance’s section (even if you are not yet Aligned).

● Move the nation’s roundel up one if it is on your section of the chart or in
the neutral position.
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4.19.5 Historic Join Date: Some nations have a historic join date (Table 4-1). On
this date, the nation will join the Alliance with the nation whose roundel is next
to its name unless the opposing Alliance has moved that nation beyond neutral
into a member of that Alliances’ section. In that case, it can continue to be
influenced through the diplomacy process.
 
Example: Summer 1917 is Greece’s historic join date and Greece should Align to
Britain at the start of this Turn. However, Germany has influenced Greece and is
currently at Level 1 for Germany. Greece will not automatically Align to Britain
but Major Powers can continue to attempt to influence.

4.20 Declarations of War: Players can declare war on other Major Powers at any
time, even during other player’s Turns. (Exception: Nations at peace may not
declare war on another Major Power to interdict Strategic Naval Movement.)
When a Major Power has war declared on it, it immediately jumps to its Wartime
Income. Players can issue DoW’s on Minor Powers by means of a combat
movement against that nation. Nations have specific requirements for declaring
war. Some nations cannot issue a DoW until reaching a certain income level,
called Wartime Income. You may not declare war on a member of your Alliance.

Section 5: Order of Play  

5.1 National Order: Nations perform their Turns in a specific order. 

5.1.1 Order of Nations

1 German Empire
2 British Empire
3 Austro-Hungarian Empire
4 French Republic
5 Ottoman Empire
6 Imperial Russia
7 Kingdom of Italy
8 Empire of Japan
9 USA
10 Republic of China

5.2 Shared Turns: Controlled or Aligned Minor Powers (excluding Italy, Japan,
and China) share the Turn with the Major Power that has control over them or
fully aligned them.
 
5.3 Continuous Play: Experienced players may want to play overlapping each
other to a certain extent. Examples of overlapping gameplay:
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● Rolling for diplomacy and technology while a previous player places new
units and collects income.

● Conducting your Turn near simultaneously with the player just prior to you
in Turn order if not at war.

 
5.4 Phases of a Turn: Nations go through the following phases during their Turn. 
Unless otherwise specified, the player taking their Turn can perform the actions
within a Turn phase in any order. 
 
Order
of a Turn 

What Players Do 

Start of
Calendar Year

● Starting in 1915, distribute Mandatory Offensive Markers
to Germany, Britain, and France

Start of
Calendar Turn

● Roll/Draw and Implement Random Events
● Align nations who qualify for Alignment on the historic join

date
● Add any neutral reinforcements if available (6.2)
● Roll Russian Collapse in Spring 1917 (4.15)
● Upgrade fighters in Spring 1916, 1917, 1918 (7.8)

Production
Phase 

● Make technology research rolls  
● Purchase, repair and upgrade new units and facilities 
● Make diplomacy influence rolls 
● Pay to move units along multi-Turn production chart 
● Declare and purchase lend-lease 
● U.S. player rolls for income increases starting Summer

1914
Combat
Movement
Phase 

● Move units that are moving into combat
● Designate Warships as screening forces
● Designate Surface Warships as escorts
● Designate raiders
● Declare convoy raiding
● Pay for declarations of war against minor nations

(Allies only) 
Combat Phase  ● Resolve combats in the order the Attacker wishes
Non-Combat
Movement
Phase 

● Move units that have not entered combat
● Return aircraft that moved in combat movement 
● Use strategic rail movement 
● Use strategic naval movement 
● Designate ships in port

Place Units &
Collect Income
Phase 

● Finish repairs on Capital Ships
● Put all the nation’s units from the Place Units Box of the

Production chart onto the map 
● Upgrade units
● Deliver lend-lease via valid supply path, and make

lend-lease interdiction rolls 
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● Make Recruitment rolls for Controlled Minors
● Collect income 

 
Section 6: Start of the Calendar Year and Turn

6.1 Mandatory Offensive Markers: Starting in 1915, distribute Mandatory
Offensive Markers to Germany, Britain, and France (see 8.2).
Image Mandatory offensive markers

6.2 Neutral Reinforcements: At the beginning of some Turns the Neutral set-ups
list additional forces to be placed on the board. Place these at the start of the
calendar Turn indicated if the Minor Power is still neutral. 

6.3 Random Events: During the Prequel (Spring 1912 to Spring 1914), roll two
random events each calendar Turn, one for each hemisphere (West and East).
Starting in Summer 1914, roll two random events each calendar Turn, one for
each hemisphere. Draw three random event cards for the Chinese Warlord Era
on China’s Turn. See Appendix B for Russian Civil War Random Events.

● Implement them immediately.
● Some events reoccur. If they can be implemented then do not roll again,

even if the event is repeating itself. If all players agree the event cannot
be implemented, then re-roll from that hemisphere.

● Random events that involve a revolt are not limited to three rounds of
combat, roll until one side is victorious. If you are attacking a territory with
a neutral unit and he is successful in the combat, then the territory
becomes a strict neutral minor power unless otherwise stated in the
Event.

● Random events are subject to all other rules (e.g., manpower limits)
unless the event states otherwise. The events cannot contain all of these
implications, so unless they make an exception to the core rules, apply
core rules to the event’s outcome.

● Random event effects only last that Turn unless specifically stated.

6.4 Automatic Alignment of Neutrals: Neutral nations automatically align on the
Turn indicated in the National Reference Sheet and as shown on the IPP Chart.
Automatic alignment is prohibited (even if allowed by a random event) if the
Major Power failed to make its Mandatory Offensive in the previous year. The
automatic alignment will not occur if the Major Power conducts a Mandatory
Offensive in a later Turn.
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Section 7: Production Phase

7.1. Peacetime Income Increases: During the Production Phase, the USA rolls for
Peacetime Income Increase and adjusts their income accordingly. These
increases are listed on the Nation’s National Reference Sheet.

7.2 Building Units: The cost to build units is listed on the Unit Reference
Sheet. Once units are paid for, they are set in the Place Units box in the build
queue. They must be placed on the map in the Place Units Phase later in the
Turn sequence. Some Nations have Elite Units referenced on their National
Reference Sheet.
 
7.3 Building Facilities: When building facilities, place a marker on the map
with an Under Construction marker beneath it to signify where you are building
it. This must be in a legal placement location. Place an identical marker on the
Production Chart to show its progress.
 
Damaging Facilities Under Construction: A facility under construction may be
strategically bombed. A facility under construction has no anti-aircraft guns. It
may take up to four damage. If it takes five or more damage it is instead pushed
back one stage on the Production Chart. It is removed from the Production
Chart once it is pushed past its starting point. 
 
7.4 Multi-Turn Production: Some ships and facilities require more than one Turn
to build. These are listed as per-Turn costs. (e.g. a cruiser listed as 3/3/3 costs 9
IPP and takes three Turns to complete.)  
 
[INSERT LATEST WW1 Multi-Stage Production Chart] 

7.5 Start Repairing Capital Ships and Facilities: Facilities may be damaged via
strategic bombing. Damage is represented by a damage marker. To repair a
facility, a Supply Path is required. Nations begin repairing facilities during the
Production Phase. This repair costs 1 IPP per damage point repaired. The repair
is finished in the Place Units Phase of the same Turn.

Capital Ships (Dreadnoughts) take two hits to destroy. Dreadnought damage is
represented by a damage marker. To repair, a ship must be at a friendly Shipyard
or Dockyard that is in a supply path to a factory. Nations begin repairing Capital
Ships during the Production Phase. This repair costs nothing, but consumes 1
repair slot per repair. The repair is finished in the Place Units Phase of the same
Turn. On the Turn the ship is being repaired, it may take no action other than
optionally moving in port to the dockyard or shipyard conducting the repair. 
Image of dreadnought with damage marker
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7.6 Purchase Unit and Facility Upgrades: Some units and facilities can be
upgraded. After purchasing an upgrade, place the new upgraded unit in the
Place Units box in the build queue and replace the old unit/facility in the Place
Units Phase. Players can upgrade units and facilities that were used in the same
Turn.

7.7 Technology Research: Major Factories are the source of Technology
Research capacity. For every undamaged Major Factory you own in your Home
Country, you receive 1 Technology die roll per Turn. You can only roll for each
specific technology once per Turn unless directed by a Random
Event. A damaged factory provides no rolls. Technology cannot be researched
past stage 1 until Summer 1914 unless directed by a Random Event.
  
7.7.1 Technology Chart: The Technology Chart lists the technologies and the
number needed to pass each stage of development. Rolling the indicated value
or higher on a D12 results in success and the player places a roundel on that
stage of development to show that stage is complete. Once a nation’s marker
reaches completion, the technology is immediately available for use.
 
7.8 Technologies: Below is a list of technologies that players can develop.

Image of technology chart

Counter Battery Fire: Increased techniques for artillery spotting and ranging
allow for artillery on the opposite side to respond to an Attrition attack by firing
their artillery back. The Counter Battery fire hits on a “1” for regular artillery and
“2” for heavy artillery and the opponent takes attacking artillery as casualties.

Poison Gas: This technology represents advances in gas warfare. During the
Place Units Phase, place the Poison Gas Marker that you purchased during the
Purchase Units Phase at a location with artillery as long as it is in a supply path.
Each poison gas marker may only be used once and then must be discarded.
More markers may be purchased and multiple markers may be used in a
Combat Phase but only one can be used in each individual combat. All Poison
Gas Markers in a territory are eliminated if the territory is conquered by the
enemy. The Marker may move with Artillery-class units and does not take up rail
capacity.

Tear Gas Chlorine Phosgene Mustard Gas

All Powers Start
with this tech. No
Cost

Poison Gas
Marker Cost 2 IPP

Poison Gas
Marker Cost 2 IPP

Poison Gas
Marker Cost 2 IPP
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No impact. Gives a (+1)
bonus to all
artillery attacks in
the territory the
poison gas is
employed for one
round. Eliminates
Defender First
Strike ability the
first time it is used
in the game.

Gives a (+1)
bonus to all
artillery attacks in
the territory the
poison gas is
employed for one
round and a (+1)
bonus to
Attrition.
Eliminates
Defender First
Strike ability the
first time it is used
in the game.

Gives a (+1)
bonus to all
artillery attacks in
the territory the
poison gas is
employed for two
rounds and a (+1)
bonus to
Attrition.
Eliminates
Defender First
Strike ability the
first time it is used
in the game.

Hurricane Bombardment: Artillery techniques allow concentrated fire to help
units break through a trench line. If you have 6+ artillery, you can extend attack
rounds vs. trench line to 2.

Defense in Depth: The nation only needs four infantry to create a trench line.

Armored Vehicles:

● Tank: Each attacking tank increases the number of defending infantry
needed to form a trench line by 1. Thus, a player would need 9 infantry to
defend against a player attacking with 3 tanks.

● Armored Cars: Available at Level III Armored Vehicles. Major Powers can
purchase Armored Cars. See unit reference sheet.

Depth Charge & Hydrophones: Escorting ships get (+1) Defense vs.
convoy-raiding submarines. A Torpedo Boat Destroyer (TBD) may pair 1:1
with aircraft on Maritime Air Patrol. All Torpedo Boat Destroyers gain target
selection (1-2) against submarines. Enemy submarines lose first strike if at least
one of your Torpedo Boat Destroyers is present.

Convoy System: Escorts add (+1) to opposed convoy raiding roll per escort in
the zone (prior to this they only get a response attack).

Q-Ships: Available at Level II for Convoy System. Q-ships were armed merchant
ships designed to lure submarines to the surface where the ship could dispatch
them. Each nation on a convoy line that is raided by a submarine has a “1”
Defense value unless Unrestricted Submarine Warfare is being used.
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Fighter Evolution: Fighter evolution allows players to evolve their fighters during
the war. Each time a player rolls for fighter evolution, they place their roundel at
the next stage of fighter development. A player may never be more than 1 stage
ahead of the most current fighters (i.e., you could not have a 1917 fighter in
1914). All players start with 1914 fighters (even in the 1912 scenario). There is no
cost to upgrade existing Fighters for a nation when they advance on the
technology chart.

Fighters will automatically evolve in the Spring Turn of 1916, 1917, and 1918. At
the beginning of the calendar year all nations must move up each of their
current fighters and pay 2 IPP per fighter. If they are unwilling to upgrade a
fighter they own they must remove them from the game. If a player already has
an advanced fighter, they must again research to stay ahead and evolve to the
next level.

Aircraft Evolution Play Aid

1914 Fighter

Observation
Move 2

1916 Fighter

Attack 2 Defense
2
Observation
Dog Fighting
No Interception
Move 2

1917 Fighter

Attack 3 Defense 3
Observation
Dog Fighting
Interception 1
Ground Strike
Move 3

1918 Fighter

Attack 5 Defense 5
Observation
Dog Fighting
Interception 2
Ground Strike
Naval Strike
Move 3

Fighter Statistics: Only one of these abilities is used in any one particular battle
(Attack or Defend).
● Observation: A fighter with observation can pair 1:1 with artillery-class units

or with a ship or submarine to give that unit a (+1) Attack or Defense in
Combat.

● Dog Fighting: In the first round of combat, hits caused by fighters (Dog
fighting) force an opponent to select an aircraft as a casualty.

● Interception: Fighters with Interception can participate in Interception
combat against enemy airships, zeppelins, and strategic bombers.

● Ground Strike: Fighters with Ground Strike can Attack and Defend against
enemy land units.
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● Naval Strike: Fighters with Naval Strike can Attack and Defend against
enemy naval units.

Strategic Bomber: When this technology is complete, the player may purchase
bombers as listed on the Unit Reference Sheet.

Wartime Economy: Each Turn during its Place Units and Collect Income Phase,
the nation rolls 2D6 and collects that many additional IPPs. Roll only 1D6 for
Japan and Italy. The nation’s base income does not go up. A nation must be at
war with a Major Power to get this income. 

Improved Factories: Represents modern mass production. As soon as a nation
develops Improved Factories technology, it receives the following advantages: 

● Minor Factories can produce 1 additional unit.
● Medium Factories can produce 2 additional units.
● Major Factories can produce 3 additional units.

Improved Recruitment: Available on Level III of Improved Factories. Each
manpower icon in each city you own is increased by 1. You no longer have to
pay a MP when you build or upgrade a factory. You subtract 1 MP value from the
factory’s build requirement. (A major factory requires 2 MP to be built; a medium
and minor factory each require 1 MP). Refer to 12.3.

Improved Construction As soon as a nation develops Improved Construction
technology, it gets the following advantages: 

● All facilities and ships cost -1 IPP per cycle  and -1 to their upgrade
cost.
● Instead of saving 1 IPP per cycle, a player may pay for the first two
construction Turns at the same time: Thus, a facility that costs 5/5/5 could be
built for 10/5.  
● Minor Shipyards can produce 2 units per Turn instead of 1 
● Major Shipyards can produce 8 units per Turn instead of 5. 

Improved Logistics: Represents an improvement to infrastructure, logistics, and
supply. For the rest of the game, at the start of each Turn, you may choose one
of the following modifications for the remainder of that Turn:
(a) Add 1 unit to your rail movement.
(b) Add 1 unit to your Strategic Naval Movement.
(c) Add +1 range to all your Strategic Naval Movement.

7.9 Declare Lend-Lease: Major Powers may send lend-lease to other Major and
Controlled Minor Powers. This can be either military units or IPPs. Japan and
Italy may not lend-lease.
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A nation may not lend-lease to itself or to Aligned minors (since they are
technically also part of that nation). 
 
A player may lend-lease either: 
 

● IPP for one full facility repair, or
● One military unit produced specifically for the purpose of lending, or
● One Base or Railroad produced specifically for the purpose of lending,
or
● One Militia or Colonial Infantry upgrade.

 
7.9.1 Lend-Lease Production: A player may Lend-lease to multiple receiving
nations in a Turn, but only one Lend-lease per nation per Turn. Starting or
advancing construction of multi-turn units which will be lend-leased at a future
time does not count against this limit. Although deliveries have to be produced
specifically for the purpose of lending, you do not have to specify the recipient
nation until delivery. Units that become available after developing technology
cannot be Lend-leased. The Lend-lease will be delivered in the Place Units
Phase (11.4).

Note: Although Cash and Carry is done using the Lend-lease process, it does
not preclude the U.S. from also Lend-leasing to the same Allied nation on that
turn. Example: France purchases one Artillery from the U.S. on their turn. The
U.S. delivers that Artillery AND Lend-leases another Artillery to France on their
turn.

7.10 Make Diplomacy Influence Rolls: See 4.19 for Diplomacy.

Section 8: Combat Movement Phase
 
8.1 Declarations: The Attacking player declares all combats and moves units
accordingly. Types of combat include:
• Land combat
• Naval combat
• Artillery attrition attacks
• Strategic bombing of facilities
• Attacking ships in port
• Forcing a strait
• Carpet bombing of land units
• Amphibious assaults
• Convoy raiding

Requirement to Use Combat Movement When a Declaration of War (DOW) is
Possible:
If the Attacking player wants to move into a sea zone that contains units from
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nations at peace with them, the Attacking player must move during the Combat
Movement Phase. (Exception: Strategic Naval Movement). This is because there
is the potential for either the Attacking or Defending players to declare war
during such movement and combat will result. When the Attacking player moves
into such a sea zone, they must announce their intention:

• Declare war and engage in naval combat in the Combat Phase, or
• The units intend to continue moving (but there is no requirement to disclose
where), or
• The units are ending their movement.

If the Attacking player did not declare war, then the Defending player decides
how they will respond:
• Declare war and engage in naval combat in the Combat Phase, or
• Do nothing and maintain neutrality. If the Attacking player announced the
intention to continue moving, the units do so.

This process of the Attacking player announcing their intention followed by the
Defending player’s response occurs upon entering each sea zone that contains
units from nations at peace with the Attacking player.

DOW: A Major Power may verbally declare war on another Major Power without
attacking at any time during the game, even if it is not their Turn, and if they
have met applicable requirements. A nation is assumed to be declaring war on
another nation if it is attacking its land zones, facilities, convoy lines, or units.
Allied declaration of war payment, and any income changes triggered by this
take place immediately before any resolution of combat. As soon as war is
declared, any Minor Power’s forces are immediately set up if not already on the
board. The declaration of war by one Power on a Neutral or another Power does
not obligate their Allies to do so. Each Power must make their own declaration
of War.

8.2 Mandatory Offensives: Each calendar year starting in 1915, France, Britain,
and Germany must make one attack against an Enemy-owned land zone in
France, Germany, or Belgium (attacks by Germany against Russia do not satisfy
this requirement).

● This attack must be with a minimum of six regular infantry units (units of
all types may also participate) into one territory of the opposite Alliance.

● At the start of each calendar year, give each nation a Mandatory
Offensive marker. When a nation makes a Mandatory Offensive, place
their marker on the Turn record at the Spring Turn of the next calendar
year.

● Diplomacy, automatic alignment, and rolling for Wartime Economy (if
achieved) are prohibited (even if allowed by a Random Event) if the Major
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Power failed to make its Mandatory Offensive in the previous year. These
abilities are restored once the Major Power conducts a Mandatory
Offensive the following Turn.

● After a Mandatory Offensive is made, move the marker to the Turn record
at the Spring Turn of the next calendar year, even though this will skip
over the current calendar year.

8.3 Land Combat Movement: Units cannot combat move into an
Enemy-possessed land zone and keep moving.  
  
8.4 Aircraft Combat Movement: Aircraft may fly over Enemy-owned land
zones and sea zones containing Enemy units if there are no enemy fighters in
that zone with Dog Fighting ability. Aircraft may not fly over neutral nations
unless at Level III Diplomatically. Aircraft must be able to land during the
Non-Combat Movement Phase; either save enough movement to return
to a Friendly land zone or on a newly captured land zone. 

8.4.1 Maritime Air Patrol (MAP): Maritime Air Patrol is a form of combat
movement. Seaplanes on MAP move into a sea zone and can remain there until
they choose to end their patrol. 

● Starting a Patrol: Move Seaplane into a sea zone within range and
place a MAP marker underneath. 

● On Patrol: In the nation's Combat Phase, a Seaplane on MAP can choose
to attack Enemy Submarines and Naval Transports in its sea zone. On
Enemy Turns, Submarines and Naval Transports entering a sea zone can
ignore a Seaplane on MAP when there is at least one enemy surface
warship present. Submarines and Transports entering the sea zone
without a surface warship can continue moving after the first round of
combat or if the Seaplane declines combat. A Seaplane can remain on
MAP indefinitely as long as there is a suitable landing spot within range.

● Ending a Patrol: A Seaplane on MAP may opt to return to a land zone
using its patrol range during non-combat movement. This can occur in
the same Turn the patrol started. A Seaplane has to end a Maritime Air
Patrol before taking any other action. 

● Elimination: A Seaplane on Maritime Air Patrol is automatically destroyed
if it is ever more than its patrol range away from an available landing spot.

 
8.5 Naval Combat Movement: If moving into a sea zone containing Enemy
Warships, the Attacker may designate a screening force and a continuing force
at this time.

If moving into a sea zone containing an Enemy Seaplane on Maritime Air Patrol,
the Defending player may decline combat unless the Attacker has aircraft
present. If there is going to be combat, due to the Defending Seaplane electing
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to engage or because the Attacker has aircraft present, the Attacker may
designate a screening force and a continuing force.

If moving one or more Surface Ships into a sea zone containing Enemy
Submarines, the Defending Submarines may elect to attack the Surface Ships.
One round of combat occurs immediately during the Combat Movement Phase.
The Attacking player’s units get to defend using their defensive values and the
Defending player’s Submarines attack using their attack values. After this single
round, surviving ships may continue their movement. Their movement range is
not affected.

If moving one or more Submarines (without accompanying Surface Ships) into a
sea zone containing an Enemy Seaplane on Maritime Air Patrol, the Defending
player may elect to attack the Submarines with the Seaplane on MAP together
with paired Destroyers. Other units may not participate or be taken as casualties.
One round of combat occurs immediately, during the Combat Movement Phase.
The Defending player’s units attack using their attack values and the Attacking
player’s Submarines get to defend using their defensive values. After this single
round, surviving Submarines may continue their movement. Their movement
range is not affected.

Ships cannot combat move through a strait or canal on the same Turn a player
captures its Controlling land zone.

Naval Transports may carry land units into combat. Units being transported
never participate in combat. Transports carrying units may make a combat move
called an amphibious assault. If a transport is destroyed, the transported units
are also destroyed. A naval transport may not continue moving after unloading
units. A Naval Transport may unload its units in one or more adjacent land
zones.  
 
Amphibious Assaults: A Naval Transport may pick up units before or during
movement and unload them to Attack in an amphibious assault. 
 
Transporting Allied Units: You can transport other members of your Alliance’s
forces on your naval transports. Such units would load on their Turn, move on
your Turn and unload on their next Turn. 

8.5.1 Screening Forces: Screening is a form of combat movement that can be
used to clear sea zones of Enemy units, clearing the path to move other units
through.

The Attacking player divides their units into a “screening force” and a
“continuing force”. The screening force then attacks the Enemy units present in
the sea zone in the next Combat Phase. If the screening force loses the battle,
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the continuing force is forced to retreat. If the screening force wins the battle,
the continuing force may either:
 
• Carry out an amphibious assault in the sea zone that has just been cleared or
• Move into an adjacent sea zone. If any Enemy naval units are present, combat
occurs. The continuing force cannot be further divided into another screening
force and continuing force. Even if there are no Enemy naval units present,
the continuing force cannot carry out an amphibious assault from this sea zone.

8.5.2 Blockade: Three or more Surface Warships from the same Alliance in a sea
zone without Enemy units automatically blockades all Enemy Supply Paths in
that sea zone, and all naval facilities adjacent to that sea zone. Units may still be
built at a blockaded shipyard. You cannot blockade a nation’s naval facilities if
you are at peace with that nation.

8.5.3 Naval Transports: Naval Transports may pick up land units before or during
their combat movement and attack Enemy-possessed land zones in an
amphibious assault. In transit, transported units do not have a combat value. If a
Naval Transport is destroyed, the units it carries are also destroyed. A Naval
Transport may unload its units in one or more adjacent land zones but may not
continue moving after unloading.
 
8.5.4 Convoy Escorts: Surface Warships in a sea zone with a convoy line running
through it may be designated as escorts. They may move up to their full
movement before being designated. They cannot perform other combat
movement the Player Turn they are being designated.

Escorting ships protect all members of the Alliance they are Aligned with. Each
escorting ship gets one defensive roll against raiding Submarines in the sea zone
they are in. (Refer to 9.7.7)

Enemy units may ignore escorting ships when moving into or through a sea zone
without having to engage in naval combat. It is up to the Attacking player to
decide if they want to engage or not. If they choose to engage, the escorting
ships defend together with other units in the sea zone in regular combat.

A Surface Warship may be taken off its escort designation at any time during the
owning player’s Turn.

8.5.5 Convoy Raiding: Ships and submarines (and convoy raiding Seaplanes)
entering a sea zone must immediately announce if they are performing
convoy-raiding. They may move their full movement before making this
announcement. This happens during combat movement before combat is
resolved, as it may affect how combat is resolved.
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8.6 Strategic Bombing: If you are making a Strategic Bombing Attack you
will combat move all of your Attacking bombers (including Zeppelins and
airships) and any fighters you want to use for escorts to the zone.  
    
Section 9: Combat Phase

9.1 Combat Procedure: Resolve combats that were declared in the Combat
Movement Phase. The Attacking player decides in which order their declared
combats are resolved.

When resolving a combat, the Attacker and Defender each place their units on
their respective Battle Boards at the number that corresponds to their Attack or
Defense values. Rolling the Attack/Defense number or lower scores a hit.

Units that have the opportunity to participate in multiple battles in a particular
player’s Turn (e.g., scrambling, intercepting, escorting, etc.) can only participate
in one battle per player’s Turn.

[IMAGE] Attacker & Defender Battle Boards

9.2 Special Abilities:

First Round of Combat

First Strike: On the first round of combat, units with first strike roll before other
units and those casualties are immediately removed without a Defense roll
(unless they also have first strike). If units on both sides have first strike, those
units all fire at the same time.

Dog Fighting: In the first round of combat, any casualties caused by units with
the Dog Fighting ability must be assigned first to enemy aircraft present in that
battle.

Carpet Bombing: Strategic Bombers that participate in an attack against land
units in a land zone engage in carpet bombing. They only participate in the first
combat round. Only land units can be attacked by carpet bombing. Facilities are
attacked via strategic bombing. The only Defending unit that is able to return
fire on attacking bombers is Fighters with Dog Fighting ability. After the first
combat round is resolved, surviving Attacking bombers immediately move to a
suitable landing spot.

Attrition Attacks: Artillery can make attrition attacks on land zones they
have been adjacent to since the beginning of the Turn. Combat lasts for one
combat round only. Defending units cannot return fire. Artillery Attrition is 1 for
regular and 2 for heavy artillery (there are no modifiers applied for observation).
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Nations with counter-battery technology may fire in defense causing casualties
to attacking Artillery.

All Rounds of Combat

Target Selection: Units that roll target selection hits assign casualties that the
opposing player must remove. Target Selection is a dice range. For example, a
unit with an Attack of “4” and a Target Selection of “1” would choose which
casualty it causes on a “1”. On a “2-4”, the Defender would choose. When a
player achieves a target selection with a double casualty situation, only one unit
is subject to target selection. Target Selection may also be limited to a specific
class or type of unit (e.g., air units, land units, vehicle-class units, etc...).

9.3 Retreating from Combat: Attacking units may retreat at the end of any
combat round. This retreat is in lieu of making their next round of Attack rolls.
Retreated units cannot be moved again in non-combat movement. A player who
chooses to retreat must retreat with all their units in that battle. The only
exception is a submarine submerging.

Land Units: Must retreat to an adjacent Friendly land zone. At least one
Attacking unit must have come from that zone. Retreating units can retreat to
more than one zone if desired.

Surface Ships: Must retreat to adjacent sea zones. At least one Attacking ship
must have come from that zone. Retreating units can retreat into more than one
zone if desired.

Submarines: Attacking or Defending Submarines may submerge in addition to
retreating to an adjacent sea zone in lieu of making their next attack or defense
roll. Submarines that cannot decline combat must endure 1 round of combat
before doing so.

Aircraft: May only retreat to the limit of their remaining movement points.
Seaplanes on Maritime Air Patrol may only retreat their patrol range. If they
cannot find a suitable place to land, they are destroyed.

Mandatory Retreat: Attacking units must retreat after three combat rounds (one
round in a Trench Line). This includes Amphibious Assaults. Mandatory retreat is
not required for revolts generated from a Random Event.

9.4 Scrambling into combat:
• Seaplane Bases allow their owner to send up to three Seaplanes into combat
in adjacent sea zones where they have at least one Defending unit or which
contains Enemy transports attempting an amphibious assault.
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• Major Ports, Dockyards and Shipyards allow its owner to send up to three
Surface Ships in port into combat in adjacent sea zones where it has at least one
Defending unit or which contains Enemy transports attempting an amphibious
assault.
• Submarine Bases allow their owner to send up to three Submarines in port into
combat in adjacent sea zones where they have at least one Defending unit or
which contains Enemy transports attempting an amphibious assault.

9.5 Land Combat:
1. First Strike: Attacking and Defending units with First Strike roll first.

Casualties are immediately removed from the Battle Board.
2. Dog Fighting: If there are Fighters in the battle, casualties from these

units must be taken from other aircraft (if possible) in the first round of
combat.

3. Attacker rolls for all Attacking units. Attacking units that get a Target
Selection hit select which unit the Defender must take as a casualty.

4. Defender selects casualties and moves them to the side (they get to
Defend).

5. Defender rolls for all Defending units. Once Defending units that were
taken as casualties make their roll, remove them from the battle board.
Defending Units that roll their target selection number or less can select
which unit the Attacker must choose as a casualty.

6. Attacker selects and removes casualties from the Battle Board.
7. Retreat: Attacker has the option to retreat if possible.
8. Repeat steps 2-7 for three rounds. The Attacker must retreat at the end of

three rounds (one round in a Trench Line or in Winter) if any defenders
remain.

9.6 Trench Lines: A trench line gives all defending regular infantry units (+2)
Defense value and limits combat to one round only.

To form a trench line, a nation needs 6 infantry (other types of infantry including
elite infantry and infantry-class do not contribute to a trench). Trench Lines can
be formed and disappear at the end of any combat round, depending on the
number of infantry and other factors that affect them (e.g., the presence of
tanks). Each nation must form their own trench line, even if they are co-located
in the same territory. One nation’s trench line does not benefit another nation.

Example: France attacks German forces in Bavaria. Germany has 10 infantry but
suffers 5 casualties. At the end of the round, Germany does not have enough to
maintain a trench line and France can continue its assault because there is no
trench line to force the end of the attack.

9.7 Naval Combat:
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9.7.1 Special Rules:

Submarines:
• Submarines can only be attacked by aircraft on MAP (potentially with a paired
Torpedo Boat Destroyer (TBD) if it has Depth Charge & Hydrophone technology:
refer to 7.8).
• Submarines have the first strike ability unless the Enemy has a TBD present
and Depth Charge & Hydrophone technology.
• Submarines have Target Selection versus ships at “1”.
• Submarines can never hit an aircraft.
• Attacking or Defending Submarines may Submerge in addition to retreating to
adjacent sea zones in lieu of making their next attack or defense roll. Submarines
that cannot decline combat must endure 1 round of combat before doing so.

Naval Transports:
• Naval Transports are chosen last as casualties unless the Attacker applies
Target Selection.
• Naval Transports are eliminated if they are the only units left.
• If a Naval Transport is eliminated, its cargo is also eliminated.

Forcing A Port: See 10.7 In Port Rules for attacking Ships “in port.”

9.7.2 Naval Combat

1. Defender decides if they want to scramble eligible units.
2. First Strike: Attacking and Defending units with First Strike roll first.

Casualties are immediately removed from the Battle Board.
3. Dog Fighting: If there are Fighters in the battle, casualties from these

units must be taken from other aircraft (if possible).
4. Attacker rolls for all Attacking units. Attacking Units that roll their target

selection range can select which unit the Defender must take as a
casualty.

5. Defender selects casualties and moves them to the side (they get to
Defend).

6. Defender selects remaining casualties and moves them to the side (they
get to defend).

7. Defender rolls for all Defending units. Once Defending units that were
taken as casualties make their roll, remove them from the battle board.
Defending units that get a Target Selection hit select which unit the
Attacker must take as casualty.

8. Attacker selects and removes remaining casualties from the battle board.
9. Retreat: Attacker has the option to retreat if possible. Defending

Submarines not used in #7 above may submerge/retreat. Retreat may not
be into a port unless the port is in the same sea zone. All retreats to
another sea zone are at sea.
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10.Repeat steps 3-8 until the battle is over. Attacker must retreat at the end
of three rounds (two rounds in Winter).

If the naval units were a screening force, and cleared the sea zone of Enemy
units, the continuing force can carry out an amphibious assault (including shore
bombardment) or move into an adjacent sea zone. If any Enemy naval units are
present, combat occurs.

9.7.3 Amphibious Assault: Amphibious assaults may consist of several phases.
1. Naval combat by screening force
2. Shore bombardment and Defending Coastal Artillery first strikes
3. The amphibious assault

9.7.4 Naval Combat by Screening Forces: All Enemy Surface Warships in the sea
zone in which the amphibious assault is initiated must first be eliminated. If only
Enemy Naval Transports are present, they are automatically eliminated and this
does not count as combat. Enemy Submarines can still be present in the sea
zone.

9.7.5 Shore Bombardment and Defending Coastal Artillery: Attacking ships that
have not participated in naval combat this Turn may carry out shore
bombardment in support of an amphibious assault. The maximum number of
shore bombardments is equal to the number of amphibiously assaulting land
units.

Defending Coastal Artillery that are on the land/sea border being assaulted may
defend against the shore bombardment of the ships and Naval Transports
carrying the invasion force. Each Coastal Artillery gets one defense roll at “3”
per Attacking ship conducting shore bombardment and/or unloading units in
the amphibious assault up to a maximum of three shots.

First Strike casualties from both shore bombardment and Coastal Artillery are
removed immediately.

9.7.6 Amphibious Assault. On the first round of an Amphibious Assault only
aircraft and infantry-class land units may attack. The land units suffer Double
Casualties unless they are Naval Infantry or Marines. Double casualties means
that one hit equals two casualties.

If units from adjacent land zones are attacking at the same time as amphibiously
assaulting units, amphibiously assaulting units must be chosen as casualties first.

Any other Amphibiously Assaulting land unit must wait until the second round of
combat to Attack. At least one infantry class unit must survive the first round of
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combat for the non-infantry class units to participate in the second round of
combat.

Combat Sequence

1. Defender decides if they want to scramble eligible units.
2. First Strike: Attacking and Defending units with First Strike roll first.

Casualties are immediately removed from the Battle Board.
3. Dog Fighting: If there are Fighters in the battle, casualties from these

units must be taken from other aircraft (if possible).
4. Attacker rolls for all Attacking units. Attacking Units that roll their target

selection range can select which unit the Defender takes as a casualty.
5. Defender selects casualties and moves them to the side (they get to

Defend).
6. Defender rolls for all Defending units: once Defending units that were

taken as casualties make their roll, remove them from the battle board.
Defending Units that roll their target selection number or less can select
which unit the Attacker must take as a casualty.

7. Attacker selects and removes casualties from the Battle Board.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 until the battle is over. The Attacker must retreat at the

end of three rounds back to their transports.

9.7.7 Convoy Raiding: Players may attempt to raid Enemy IPPs along open
convoy lines using the following units: Cruiser Raiders (Germany only),
Submarines and Seaplanes on MAP. Ships may move up to their full movement
before raiding. If more than one unit is raiding a line, roll both the Attacker and
Defender convoy rolls separately for each raiding unit. If a sea zone has more
than one convoy line, the Attacker is able to raid up to the combined value of all
convoy lines.

Surface Ships Raiding [Optional Rule]: A surface ship with a listed movement
value of 3 may engage in convoy raiding. They may not raid in zones where
ships on Escort Duty are present.

Raiding Process: Both Attacker and Defender roll a D6 convoy roll using the
below modifiers.

Raider Modifiers (Attacker) Convoy Modifiers (Defender)
+0 Mine Warfare, Seaplanes, (Surface
Raiding Ships if following optional
rules)

+1 per escorting surface warship in the
sea zone (with Convoy Technology)

+1 All Raiding Coastal Submarines and
German Cruiser Raiders

+2 if Seaplane is on Maritime Air Patrol
in the sea zone

+2 All Raiding Submarines
+4 Submarine using unrestricted
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submarine warfare.

If the Attacker’s modified roll is greater than the Defender’s modified roll,
determine the difference. The Defender loses that amount of IPPs to the bank.

Maximum Raider Damage: A nation may not lose more than the maximum IPP
value of each convoy line per Calendar Turn. Use damage markers as IPP loss
trackers because each convoy line has a maximum number of IPP it may lose in a
Calendar Turn.Remove IPP loss trackers on convoy lines at the end of each
Calendar Turn.

Defending a Convoy Line: Escorting ships and planes on MAP get one defensive
roll against convoy raiding Submarines. The Submarines in this case do not get
to fire back (they are using their attack on convoy raiding). Note: If the Defender
has Q-Ship technology they get a defensive roll at “1” against raiding
Submarines.

Convoy Raiding Aircraft: Seaplanes on MAP may engage in convoy raiding
using the raiding process procedure if there are no Defending aircraft on MAP in
the sea zone. If escorting ships are present in the sea zone they get to fire at the
raiding aircraft with a single defensive roll for each escort ship.

9.7.8 Mine Warfare [Optional Rule]: A submarine or cruiser may use
mine warfare. The submarine or cruiser may place a mine at the end
of their combat movement.

The mine raids with a (+0) modifier but is not subject to escort’s, Q-ships, or
aircraft on patrol defense rolls; Their opposed die roll modifier still applies.

Only one marker may be placed per sea zone and could be laid in any sea zone
that is adjacent to a land zone for a cost of 2 IPP, not just those with convoy
lines. Such a mine remains in the sea zone and attacks each ship that enters that
sea zone at “3” and each lend-lease that passes through at “3”. A zone can be
cleared of all mine markers by a Torpedo Boat Destroyer that uses its combat
movement to do so after rolling for the mine’s defense. The Torpedo Boat
Destroyer must roll a successful attack roll of “4 or less” and the Mine will
defend at “3 or less”.

9.8 Air Combat:

9.8.1 Special Rules for Seaplanes: Seaplanes can only cause hits to Submarines
or Naval Transports. Since Naval Transports are always chosen as casualties last
in combat, a hit by a Seaplane in regular combat would not count unless:

a) An Enemy Submarine was present or
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b) The only surviving Enemy unit was a Naval Transport.

9.8.2 Strategic Bombing: Strategic Bombers, Airships and Zeppelins may
conduct Strategic Bombing of Enemy facilities. Such bombing does not destroy
IPPs but damages facilities instead.

Strategic Bombing Sequence:
1. The Attacker decides if they want to send escorting Fighters.
2. The Defender decides if they want Fighters to intercept (only 1917

fighters and above).
3. If the Defender intercepts, there is one round of interception combat

using the interception values for intercepting Fighters, escorting Fighters,
and bombers. Casualties are removed from the battle board.

4. Attacker rolls strategic damage for surviving bombers. Facility damage is
marked.

● Strategic Bombers roll 2D6 and add the total of both dice together
for the amount of damage.

● Zeppelins roll 1D6. A roll of 1-4 determines the amount of
damage. A roll of 5-6 is a miss.

● Airships roll 1D6. A roll of 1-3 determines the amount of damage.
A roll of 4-6 is a miss. If the nation conducting the Strategic
Bombing Raid has developed Strategic Bomber Technology, their
chances of a successful hit increase to 1-4.

5. Defender rolls for the inherent Facility Anti-Aircraft Artillery (“1”). One die
per bomber, up to an unlimited number.

6. Attacker selects and removes casualties.
7. The Attacker lands their aircraft.

9.9 Combat Aftermath: After resolving combat in a land zone, if the Attacker has
one or more surviving land units, they capture the land zone and take Possession
by placing their roundel (or removing the Enemy roundel if liberating originally
owned territory). Adjust the industrial production points chart by the IPP value of
the captured land zone, moving the possessing nation up that amount. If the
nation losing Possession is a Major Power, move them down by that amount.

9.9.1 Liberation: If a nation captures/liberates a land zone that originally
belonged to another Major Power of their Alliance it must immediately return it
to its original owner.

9.9.2 Voluntary Return: If a nation captures a land zone that originally belonged
to a Major Power not a member of their Alliance it may return it to its original
owner.

• As long as the captured land zone is occupied, the original owner may declare
war on the new owner at any time.
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• The new owner may return the captured land zone to its original owner at any
time. After returning it, they move all of their units from the land zone to the
nearest land zone in their Possession.

9.9.3 Capturing an Enemy Capital: If a nation loses its Capital, the conquered
player loses all possessed IPPs to the bank. Without a Capital, a nation cannot
collect income. Russia will surrender all of its IPP to Germany on the second Turn
after they Collapse.

When a Player/Nation surrenders, any Aligned/Influenced/Controlled Minor
Powers become Aligned/controlled by another member of the surrendering
member’s Alliance (surrendering player’s choice). Any future auto-aligned
neutrals will not occur. Any neutrals in the Major Countries Diplomacy segment
are moved to the neutral position.

When a Player/Nation surrenders, remove all their units from the board. Any
surrendered unoccupied original land zone (Home country or Colony) can now
be claimed by whichever nation moves a land unit into it first.

9.9.4 Capture of Units and Facilities in Production: If a nation surrenders, the
Attacking player rolls a D12 for each ship of the surrendering nation still on the
build queue:

Dice # Event
1-7 Scuttled, remove from the

game.
8-12 Captured by the Attacking

player.

If a ship or facility under construction is captured by the Attacking player, they
may continue building it.

Section 10. Non-Combat & Strategic Movement Phase

10.1 Restrictions: During Non-Combat Movement, you may move your units that
did not move during Combat Movement. You may not move into land zones or
through canals that were conquered this Turn (except if using optional rule 10.2).

Militia can only start and end non-combat movement in their Home Country.

10.2 Reinforcement of Captured Bases [Optional Rule]: A unit capable of naval
transport may land units in non-combat movement at a naval base
shipyard/dockyard/port captured this Turn. Ships may move into captured naval
bases using in-port rules. Seaplanes may land at naval and seaplane bases
captured this Turn.
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10.3 Air Movement: Aircraft returning from combat must use their remaining
movement points to return to a Friendly land zone. Aircraft may fly over or land
on land zones just conquered this Turn.

A Seaplane on Maritime Air Patrol may opt to return to a land zone using its
patrol range during non-combat movement. A Seaplane has to end a Maritime
Air Patrol before it can be used for other purposes, including another Maritime
Air Patrol.

Air Transports may transport land units. They may pick up their cargo before or
during their non-combat move and continue to move up to their full movement
points after they have unloaded their cargo in a Friendly-possessed land zone.

You can transport other members of your Alliance’s forces with your Air
Transports. Such units would load on their Turn, move on your Turn and unload
on their next Turn.

10.4 Strategic Rail Movement: Land and air units may non-combat move along
railroad lines any distance.

You have to possess a land zone from the beginning of the Turn before you can
strategically move through the zone.

Rivers can also be used for Strategic Rail Movement. “Rail” use counts against
the regional rail capacity for the Turn. It is not possible to combine railroads and
rivers into one Strategic Rail Movement. If a river travels between two land
zones, one side may not be Enemy-possessed.

Regions of the map have different rail capacity defined as the number of units
each player can strategically rail move each Turn. If you cross a rail boundary it
counts against the limits in both areas.

Players of the same Alliance at war with the same Major Power can give
permission to each other to strategically rail units through their land zones.

A coastal submarine may be strategically railed if it starts its movement adjacent
to a Friendly Major Port/Shipyard/Dockyard or Submarine Base, and ends its
move in a sea zone adjacent to a land zone with a Friendly Major
Port/Shipyard/Dockyard or Submarine Base.

10.4.1 Rail Capacity by Region

Region Strategic Rail Capacity
North America 3
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South America 1
Europe 3
Middle East 1
Africa 1
Russia 2
Asia 1

10.5 Railway Gauge [Optional Rule]: There are two types of railroad gauges -
narrow and wide. When a unit moves from one gauge to another it must end its
strategic rail movement in the first zone after the gauge changes.

10.6 Naval Non-combat Movement: Naval Transports may transport land units
or aircraft. A Naval Transport may unload its units in one or more adjacent land
zones but may not continue moving after unloading.

You can transport other members of your Alliance’s forces on your Naval
Transports. Such units would load on their Turn, move on your Turn, and unload
on their next Turn

10.6.1 Strategic Naval Movement: Each nation can move a number of units
using strategic naval movement. The units that can be moved with Strategic
Naval Movement are Naval Transports optionally loaded with land units or
aircraft. A Nation’s Strategic Naval Movement capacity is the total number of
units that can be moved. Each land or naval unit counts as one (so a Naval
Transport carrying two units is 3 Strategic Naval Moves).

The range of a Strategic Naval Movement is up to five sea zones. It may not go
through closed Canals, closed Straits, or through a zone that has Enemy
Warships or Enemy aircraft on Maritime Air Patrol. Strategic Naval Movement
cannot depart from an Enemy-occupied sea zone.

The units must start and end their movement at a Minor or Major Friendly Port,
Shipyard, or Dockyard. Units can be loaded up along the way, so long as they
are also at a Friendly Port, Shipyard or Dockyard.

Minor Ports, Minor Shipyards, and Minor Dockyards can only load/unload units
worth up to 4 IPP each.

Note that Strategic Naval Movement has many exceptions to the standard rules
for other movement:

• Units moving via Strategic Naval Movement cannot move freely out of a sea
zone containing Enemy units.
• Units moving via Strategic Naval Movement may move into sea zones
containing units from nations at peace during non-combat movement.
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• Nations at peace may not declare war on another Major Power to interdict
Strategic Naval Movement.

10.6.2 Strategic Naval Movement Values
USA, Britain: 4
Japan, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, France, Italy: 2
Ottoman Empire: 1

10.6.3 Ending Naval Movement: All Naval Class units and Transports may end
movement at sea or In Port. A naval transport may not continue moving after unloading
units. 

10.7 In Port: When adjacent to a friendly Major Port, Dockyard, or Shipyard,
ships can be designated as either “At Sea” or “In Port”. Submarines may also be
designated “At Sea” or “In Port” at a Submarine Base. This happens at the end
of the non-combat phase, after movement. Any ship can be designated "In
Port,” regardless of movement or combat, even in the same Turn a facility is
captured. If a ship is not marked with an “In Port” marker, it is considered “At
Sea.”

At Sea:

● Can be attacked by enemy ships,submarines, or aircraft.
● Eligible to get facility movement bonus.

In Port:

● Ships are still located in the sea zone for the purpose of tracking
movement and range.

● Placing and removing an In Port marker costs no movement but can be
done only during a unit’s movement (or if a land zone is being attacked).

● Cannot be attacked by enemy ships/submarines unless the Enemy is
Forcing a Port.

● Not eligible to get facility movement bonus.
● Protected by the facility’s AAA if attacked by aircraft (if a facility has

suffered maximum damage, it no longer provides AAA protection).
● If the facility is damaged to its maximum, the Defender may immediately

decide to move out of the port to an adjacent sea zone. Combat occurs if
enemy surface warships are present. Beyond this point ships staying in a
facility with maximum damage are stuck until the facility is repaired and
cannot move.

● Forcing a Port: A nation may attempt to “force” its navy into a port area.
○ The Attacker declares how many ships they will send into a port to

attack ships that are “In Port.”
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○ The player with ships “In Port” will make one first strike defense
roll against each forcing ship at “3” (representing facility defense,
mines, etc.) and subsequently defend with the “In Port” ships. A
Naval Facility’s’ “In Port” defenses are disabled if the facility has
received maximum damage for that facility type through other
means such as bombing.

○ Forcing a Port is a Declaration of War on the owner of the port,
and subject to all restrictions thereof. If the port belongs to a
Neutral nation, it will automatically align with the Major Power
whose ships are being attacked in that port. The alignment occurs
before combat begins. If there are neutral ships already “In Port”,
they will take part in the combat.

○ Place a Militia in the Home Country land zone the Port is located in
for each defending Cruiser, Pre-Dreadnought, and Dreadnought
destroyed by the attacking units. If the land zone is outside of the
Home Country, place a Colonial Infantry instead of a Militia. Do
not place the Militia/Colonial Troops if the land zone was already
captured.

○ At the conclusion of naval combat, the Attacking fleet exits the
port unless the land zone is captured.

● Major Ports, Dockyards, and Shipyards allow their owner to send up to
three Surface Ships in port into combat in adjacent sea zones where it has
at least one Defending unit or which contains Enemy transports
attempting an amphibious assault. At the end of naval combat they must
return to port.

● If the land zone containing the naval facility is conquered, roll a D12 for
each ship:

Dice # Event

1-3 Captured by attacking player

4-8 Scuttled, remove from game

9-12 Escape, the naval unit slips out of port and past
any existing blockade moving up to their
movement range

Section 11: Place Units & Collect Income Phase

11.1 Place Units and Facilities: Place all units that are in the Place Units Box of
the Production Chart onto the map. Place facilities where they were started (i.e.,
where there is an Under Construction marker). If you cannot place a unit or
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facility for any reason it remains in the place units box until the next Turn. The
following rules apply:

● Units must be placed at a Factory or territory in a Supply Path to a Factory
you have possessed since the beginning of the Turn.

● Factory production slots and land zone Manpower icons are mutually
exclusive. If you have both in the same territory, the factory may produce up
to it’s limit in mechanical units AND you may also produce infantry
class/cavalry units up to the territory’s limit in Manpower icons.
Example: Calcutta has a Minor Factory and 3 Manpower Icons. The British
place 1 Artillery, 1 Infantry, and 2 Colonial Infantry in Calcutta on their Place
Units Phase.

● Infantry units may be placed at a land zone in your Home Country with a
manpower icon even when a factory is not present (up to the total
manpower icons in the zone) and outside the Home Country when a
minor factory is present (maximum of one infantry regardless of
manpower icons).

● Militia are not built via factories. They may be built/upgraded inside a
nation’s Home Country where there is a Manpower Icon. You must have
possessed the land zone since the beginning of the Turn.

● Colonial Troops are not built via factories. They may be built/upgraded
outside of a nation’s Home Country where there is a Manpower Icon. You
must have possessed the land zone since the beginning of the Turn.

● A newly placed factory cannot produce units until its next Turn.
● A newly upgraded factory is not able to utilize its increased capacity until

the next Turn. However, if your factory production increases because of
technology, you can place those additional units. A factory requires a
location to have the capacity of 1 MP for a Minor, 2 MP for a Medium,
and 3 MP for a Major.

● Dreadnoughts must be placed at a Major Shipyard. The shipyard must
connect to a Major Factory in your Home Country via an undamaged
railway.

● Ships and Submarines can be placed at a Major or Minor Shipyard
adjacent to or connected to a factory via an undamaged railway as
follows:

● Up to five ships or submarines can be placed at a Major Shipyard.
● One ship or submarine can be placed at a Minor Shipyard.
● Up to two Submarines may be placed at a Submarine base.

● Specialist Infantry (Naval Infantry, Mountain Infantry, and Trench Fighters)
must be built inside the Home Country. For Elite Infantry and Cavalry,
refer to National Reference Sheets.

11.2 Manpower (MP): Manpower icons appear as a human silhouette in some
land zones. This represents the number of Infantry-class, cavalry, and camel units
that can be built there each Turn. (i.e., infantry, mountain infantry, militia, or any
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unit depicted by a human figure). A factory is required to build Infantry outside
the Home Country. Colonial Infantry, Cavalry, and Camel Corps units do not
require one.

Manpower is required to build or upgrade a factory. A captured territory
provides 1 Manpower, no matter how many more icons it has (unless it has none,
in which case it does not provide any).

11.3 Militia and Colonial Troops Upgrade: Militia and Colonial Troops can be
upgraded to Infantry for 2 IPP. Upgrading requires a Supply Path from a Factory
in the Home Country to the land zone where the unit receiving the upgrade is
located, and that location must have a manpower icon. A unit that has
moved/attacked can be upgraded in the same Turn. If the upgrade cannot reach
a unit (because the unit was chosen as a casualty or because a Supply Path was
lost), the upgrade remains on the production chart until a Supply Path exists in a
future Place New Units Phase. A player can upgrade 1 Militia or Colonial Troop
per Turn.

11.4 Lend-Lease Delivery: You must start the Lend-lease delivery at a factory in
your Home Country. The Lend-lease must then move along a Supply Path to a
land zone in the receiving nation’s possessed Home Country. Lend-lease units
have no combat value during delivery. If given verbal permission, you may use
other players' ports and railroads to deliver Lend-lease.

Delivery Via Land: Lend-lease may be moved across any number of land zones.
It must travel along an undamaged railroad and/or rivers. The Lend-lease stops
in the first land zone in the receiving player’s possessed Home Country. This
includes Lend-leased Militia upgrades, which must be received by a Militia in the
receiving land zone. Colonial Infantry upgrades are to be received in the
territory that contains the Colonial Infantry.

Delivery Via Sea: Lend-lease may be moved across any number of sea zones; No
Naval Transport is required. Such movement must leave and enter land zones
where there is an undamaged Naval Facility.

1. Select which Naval Facility in your Home Country that will be used to
send the lend-lease.

2. Select which Naval Facility in the receiving player’s Home Country that
will be used to receive the lend-lease. Major naval facilities may receive
Lend-lease deliveries of any value, but minor naval facilities can only
receive units with a maximum value of 3 IPP. Eligible naval units can be
received in port at this naval facility. Aligned or Controlled neutral nations
may give permission to use their naval facilities for Lend-lease.
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3. The lend-lease must then follow the shortest path/route available. Where
two routes are equidistant a player may select either. Begin moving the
lend-lease along that route.

Interdiction: Lend-lease deliveries can be interdicted if their Supply Paths pass
through a sea zone that contains either:

• A submarine of a nation at war with the sending nation.
• A Seaplane on Maritime Air Patrol of a nation at war with the sending nation.

For each sea zone where the delivery is interdicted, it is subject to an
interdiction die roll. The player tracing the Supply Path rolls one D12 and the
player attempting interdiction rolls another. There are no die modifiers. If the
interdicting player rolls higher than the player tracing the Supply Path, the
delivery is eliminated.

Blockade: If the route passes through a sea zone that is blockaded, the
Lend-lease cannot be delivered. A blockaded naval facility cannot send nor
receive Lend-lease.

Failure to Deliver:
Lend-lease that cannot be delivered must wait until the player’s next Turn. On
the next Turn, it can be:

● Attempted again, or
● Reassigned to arrive in the next Place Units Phase for the nation that built

it.

11.5 Recruitment Die Roll: Controlled Minor Powers do not get IPP income but
make recruitment die rolls. A recruitment roll uses a D12. On a result that is
equal to or less than the number of land zones that the controlled nation owns,
they get either:

● 1 Infantry or 2 Militia to place in a land zone of the controlled nation
(subject to manpower requirements), or

● Advancement of 1 ship on the Controlled nation’s build queue, or
● 1 full facility repair

11.6 Repair: Remove damage markers from repaired facilities.

Capital Ships that have been at a Friendly Dockyard or Shipyard since the
beginning of the Turn are now repaired.

11.7 Collect Income: The last thing a player does during this phase is collect
income from land zones (the sum of the red numbers printed on the map from
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zones in possession) around the globe and from any wartime bonus income
(listed on each National Reference Sheet).

11.8 End of Round: Once China has completed their Turn, it is the end of the
round. Remove IPP loss trackers on convoy lines. Move the calendar marker
along the track located at the top of the IPP Tracking Chart to the next round.

Section 12. Units and Facilities

12.1 Unit Classes: Units are classified based on the type of unit they represent.
See table 12-1 below. These classifications are used in various rule contexts.

Land Units Infantry
Class

Any unit represented by a soldier (infantry, marine,
militia, etc.).

Vehicle
Class

Any unit represented by a land vehicle (tank),
Cavalry and Camel Corp are also treated as vehicle
class units.

Artillery
Class

Artillery, Heavy Artillery, and Armored Trains.

Air Units Air Class Any unit represented by an aircraft, airship, or
zeppelin.

Naval
Units

Naval
Class

Any unit that is a ship or submarine.

Facilities Facility Anything that represents a building or place: such
as shipyards, dockyards, ports, bases, fortifications,
coastal artillery, railroads, etc.

There should be an actual picture of each unit so it is easy to associate them
with the game pieces

12.1.1 Infantry-class Units: An infantry-class unit may pair with an artillery-class
unit on a 1:1 ratio to give the paired infantry-class unit a (+1) attack bonus.
When defending in a city, infantry-class units get (+1) defense on all rounds of
combat and Target Selection at “1” versus vehicle-class units. Fortifications add
(+2) defense to all infantry-class units on the first round of combat. Infantry-class
units may participate in the first round of an amphibious assault. Infantry-class
units may non-combat move across narrow crossings.

Land Units Att Def Move Cost Notes

Infantry-Class Units

Infantry 2 4 1 3 Capable of forming a trench line.
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Militia 1 2 1 2 Build in any land zone within a
Home Country, number per Turn
up to Manpower value. May only
move in their Home Country. Can
be upgraded to Infantry for 2 IPP
(max 1 per Turn, must be in
supply path).

Colonial Troops 1 2 1 2 Build in any land zone outside the
Home Country, number per Turn
up to Manpower value. Max 1 in
captured land zones. Can be
upgraded to Infantry for 2 IPP
(max 1 per Turn, must be in
supply path to a factory).

Specialist Infantry Att Def Move Cost Notes: Max 2 of each type per
Turn. Must be built in their
Home Country.
Max 1 of Elite Infantry and
Cavalry.

Mountain Infantry 2 4 1 4 +1 Defense and no Attack
penalty in mountains.

Naval Infantry 2 4 1 4 No double casualties on
amphibious assault. No river
penalty. May combat move
across Narrow Crossings.

Trench Fighters 2 2 1 2 Available for Germany, France,
and Italy Spring 1916. Available
for all other Nations Fall-Winter
1916. First strike against a
Trench line. Target selection
“1-2” against land units.

Elite Infantry 3 5 1 5 See National Reference Sheets

Elite Cavalry 4 4 2 5 See National Reference Sheets

12.1.2 Vehicle-class Units: All vehicle-class units have -2 attack/defense in
jungles and marshes.

Vehicle-Class
Units
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Tank 4 2 1 5 Each attacking tank increases the
number of defending infantry
needed to form a trench line by 1.
May not move in mountains.
Breakdown (retreat) on roll
“11-12.”

Cavalry 3 2 2 4 Movement not reduced in
mountains.

Camel Corps 3 2 2 4 Not subject to Desert Terrain
rules. Must be built in or adjacent
to a Desert. May not move more
than one territory away from
deserts.

Armored Car 3 3 2 4 Target selection “1” including
fighters. May not cross mountains.
May be purchased when reaching
level three technology for
Armored Vehicles.

12.1.3 Artillery-class Units: Artillery-class units have the first strike ability on the
first round of combat. An artillery-class unit may pair with an infantry-class unit
on a 1:1 ratio to give the paired infantry-class unit a +1 attack bonus.
Artillery-class units do not suffer the -1 penalty on the first round of combat for
an attack across a river.

Artillery-Class
Units

Artillery 4 4 1 5 Attrition “1,” First strike. Pair to
give infantry-class units, Cavalry
and Camels (+1) Attack. No river
penalty.

Heavy Artillery 6 3 1 7 Attrition “2,” First Strike. Pair to
give infantry-class units, Cavalry,
and Camels (+1) Attack. No River
Penalty.

Armored Train 4 4 6* 6 Attrition “1,” First strike. Pair to
give infantry-class units, Cavalry,
and Camels (+1) Attack. No river
penalty. *Does not use Strategic
Rail Move.
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12.1.4 Naval Units: Naval units may be designated as being In Port, which
enables scrambling. Surface Warships in a sea zone with a convoy line may be
designated as escorts. Three or more Surface Warships in a sea zone without
Enemy units automatically blockade all Enemy Supply Paths in that sea zone,
and all naval facilities adjacent to that sea zone.

Naval-Class Units Att Def Move Cost Notes

Torpedo Boat
Destroyer

4 4 3 7 A torpedo boat destroyer may
pair 1:1 with aircraft on
Maritime Air Patrol to participate
in an Attack on a submarine if it
has depth charge and
hydrophone technology. Mine
clearing.

Cruiser 6 6 3 3/3/
3

Shore bombardment @2. Mine
warfare.

Pre-Dreadnought 7 7 1 3/3/
3/3

Shore Bombardment @3.

Dreadnought 8 8 2 4/4/
4/4

Shore Bombardment @4, Capital
ship (2 hits).

Coastal
Submarine

2 2 1 5 Multiple special rules (9.12).

Submarine 3 3 3 6 Multiple special rules (9.12).
Mine warfare.

Naval Transport N/A N/A 2 7 Carries 1 infantry-class unit + 1
other unit.

12.1.5 Aircraft Units: Aircraft units do not suffer terrain effects. Aircraft units must
be selected first if enemy aircraft with the Dog Fighting ability cause casualties
on the first round of combat. Seaplanes may be assigned on Maritime Air Patrol,
but have a reduced range for MAP.

Air -Class Units Att Def Move Cost Notes. Only one of these abilities
is used in any one particular
battle (Attack or Defend).

Fighter 1914 NA NA 2 3 Observation.
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Fighter 1916 2 2 2 5 Upgrade costs 2 IPP with
technology.
Observation, Dog Fighting.

Fighter 1917 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 7 Upgrade costs 2 IPP with
technology.
Observation, Dog Fighting,
Interception, Ground Strike.

Fighter 1918 5 (2) 5 (2) 3 9 Upgrade costs 2 IPP with
technology.
Observation, Dog Fighting,
Interception, Ground Strike,
Naval Strike.

Strategic Bomber
(Technology)

2*
(1)

(1) 6 8 Strategic bombing 2D6. Carpet
bombing 3D12@2.

Seaplane 3 3 4 7 Can only attack Submarines and
Naval Transports. Observation
pair 1:1 with a ship or submarine.
Maritime Patrol Range: 2.

Zeppelin
(Germany)

1-4
(1)

NA 5 8 Strategic Bombing 1D6.
Pair 1:1 with artillery and heavy
artillery for (+1) attack.
(+1) defense with warships and
coastal defense. (1) interception.
Transports 1 Infantry to a friendly
location.

Air Ships 1-3
~
(1)

NA 5 8 Strategic Bombing 1D6.
Pair 1:1 with artillery and heavy
artillery for (+1) attack.
+1 defense with warships and
coastal defense. (1) interception.
Transports 1 Infantry to a friendly
location.
~When Major Powers achieve
Strategic Bombing technology,
Attack at 1-4 1D6.

* Carpet Bombing
(#) Interception Combat

12.1.6 Special Markers: Markers such as Observation Balloons and Poison Gas
require one production slot from a factory.
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Observation Balloons: Move 1, Cost 1. Observation Balloons in land zones can
pair on a 1:1 basis with artillery and heavy artillery to give a (+1) to Attacks.
Observation balloons can be paired with Coastal Artillery to give that unit a (+1)
Defense. Balloons cannot be chosen as casualties but are eliminated when the
unit they are paired with is destroyed. Observation balloons can be eliminated
one each round of combat by Dog fighting if they are the only air unit. They
never take or hold territory and cannot block movement. They do not take a slot
on a naval transport or rail movement when moving with artillery.

Mine Marker: These are placed for closed straits and for Mine Warfare. The
three starting mine markers for Italy, Britain, and Denmark never come off or
change hands when the territory changes hands. Denmark will share the location
of the mines with the Major Power they align with.

Poison Gas: This technology represents advances in gas warfare. During the
Place Units Phase, place the Poison Gas Marker at a location with artillery as
long as it is in a supply path. Each poison gas marker may only be used once.

12.2 Facilities: Facilities represent important infrastructure in a zone. Facilities
can be built without the presence of a factory. Most facilities are considered to
have inherent anti-aircraft guns that defend at “1” against strategic bombing.
Most facilities can be damaged by strategic bombing. Facilities may be
captured.

12.2.1 Factories: Factories represent the industrial production capacity of a land
zone. There are three types of factories: Minor, Medium and Major. All have
inherent anti-aircraft artillery that defend against strategic bombing. The
anti-aircraft artillery of factories are never eliminated or taken as casualties.
Factories do not have anti-aircraft artillery while being constructed.

A zone can hold more than one Factory. The Turn that a Factory is
built/captured it cannot produce any units. The Turn that a Factory is upgraded
its production is limited to the prior capacity. If captured, Major and Medium
Factories operate as a Minor Factory but revert to the original level after
liberation.

Major Factory Medium
Factory Minor Factory

Production 5 units per Turn 3 units per
Turn 1 unit per Turn

Improved
Factory
Technology

+3 units +2 units +1 unit
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Maximum
Damage

20

Each damage
point reduces
the number of
units that can be
produced by 1.

10

A damaged
Factory cannot
be used until
repaired.

5

A damaged Factory cannot
be used until repaired.

Building &
Upgrading
Factories

Can only be built
in Home Country
on a territory
with Manpower
value of 3.

Can only be
built or
upgraded in
Home Country
with a
Manpower
value of 2.

Can be built in any land
zone with an IPP-value,
with Manpower value of 1
and in Supply Path to
Major Factory in Home
Country. Can only be
upgraded in Home
Country.

Capture

Yes. A captured
Major Factory
functions as a
Minor Factory.

Yes. A
captured
Medium
Factory
functions as a
Minor Factory.

Yes

Inherent
Anti-Aircraft Yes Yes Yes

Cost 5/5/5

5/5

Upgrade to
Major Factory
for 5 IPP and 1
Manpower.

5
Upgrade to Medium
Factory: 5 IPP and 1
Manpower.

12.2.2 Bases: There are three types of bases. These bases have the following
common features:

● You can utilize any Base if it is yours, if it belongs to a member of your
Alliance, or if you are Aligned to the nation that possesses it.

● All bases and ports have Inherent Anti-Aircraft Artillery that defend
against strategic bombing. These fire during strategic bombing and are
never eliminated or taken as casualties. Defending AA Artillery rolls one
die for each opposing aircraft up to a maximum of three rolls and hits on
a roll of “1” or less. They do not have Anti-aircraft Artillery while being
constructed.

● Multiple Bases in the same zone do not provide cumulative bonuses.

Seaplane Base Airship Base Submarine Base
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Production N/A N/A 2 Submarines

Maximum
Damage

1

A damaged Base
cannot be used
until repaired.

2

A damaged Base
cannot be used until
repaired.

3

A damaged Base
cannot be used until
repaired.

Supply-Path No No No

Movement
Bonus

Seaplanes (+1)
movement.

Does not extend
Maritime Patrol
Range.

Other units
(+0)movement.

Zeppelin, Airship,
and Strategic
Bomber (+1)
movement.

Does not extend
Maritime Patrol
Range.

Other units (+0)
movement.

Submarines (+1)
Movement.

Other units (+0)
movement.

Inherent
anti-aircraft Yes Yes Yes

Cost 2 2 2
Upgrade N/A N/A N/A
Placement Any land zone Any land zone Any land zone

Scramble

Up to 3 Seaplanes
can scramble to
an adjacent naval
battle.

N/A N/A

12.2.3 Naval Facilities: There are several types of Naval Facilities: Ports,
Shipyards, and Dockyards

● You can utilize it if it is yours, if it belongs to a member of your Alliance or
if you are at Stage 2 on the Diplomacy Chart of the nation that possesses
it.

● All bases and ports have Inherent Anti-Aircraft Artillery that defend
against strategic bombing. These fire during strategic bombing and are
never eliminated or taken as casualties. Defending AA Artillery rolls one
die for each opposing aircraft up to a maximum of three rolls and hits on
a roll of “1” or less. They do not have Anti-aircraft Artillery while being
constructed.

● Multiple Bases in the same zone do not provide cumulative bonuses.
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12.2.3.1 Ports

Minor Port Major Port

Maximum
Damage

3

A damaged Port cannot be
used until repaired.

5

A damaged Port cannot be used
until repaired.

Supply-Path
Maximum 3 IPP (can only
send/receive lend-lease units
worth 3 IPP).

Unlimited IPP.

Movement
Bonus

0 Ship Movement (+1)
Seaplane Movement (+1)

Inherent
anti-aircraft Yes Yes

Cost 3 3/3

Upgrade
Can be upgraded to Major
for 4 IPP. N/A

Placement Any land zone Any land zone
12.2.3.2 Shipyards

Minor Shipyard Major Shipyard
Production 1 ship of any type per Turn. 5 ships of any type per Turn.

Repairs
Can repair 1 hit per Turn.
Takes up the single
production slot available.

Can repair 5 hits per Turn. Each
repair takes up one production
slot.

Maximum
Damage

8

A damaged Shipyard cannot
be used until repaired.

10

A damaged Shipyard cannot be
used until repaired.

Supply-Path
Maximum 3 IPP (can only
send/receive lend-lease units
worth 3 IPP).

Unlimited IPP

Movement
Bonus

0 Ship Movement (+1)
Seaplane Movement (+1)

Inherent
anti-aircraft Yes Yes

Cost 3/3 5/5

Upgrade
Can be upgraded to Major
for 5 IPP. N/A
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Placement
Any land zone connected to
a Factory via railroad. Only in Home Country

12.2.3.3 Dockyards

Minor Dockyard Major Dockyard
Repair 1 hit per Turn 5 hits per Turn

Maximum
Damage

3

A damaged Dockyard cannot
be used until repaired.

6

A damaged Dockyard cannot be
used until repaired.

Supply-Path
Maximum 3 IPP (can only
send/receive lend-lease units
worth 3 IPP).

Unlimited IPP

Movement
Bonus

0 Ship Movement (+1)
Seaplane Movement (+1)

Inherent
Anti-Aircraft Yes Yes

Cost 2/2 4/4

Upgrade
Can be upgraded to Major
for 5 IPP.

5IPP to Major Shipyard if in Home
Country.

Placement Any land zone Any land zone

12.3 Unit Placement Summary

Manpower Icon
Required?

Factory
Required?

Home Country
Required?

Infantry Yes No. Only when
outside Home
Country.

Yes. Except when
outside Home
Country with a
factory.

Special Infantry
(Mountain, Naval,
Trench)

Yes No Yes

Elite Infantry or
Cavalry

Yes No See unit reference
sheets.

Militia Yes No Yes

Colonial Troops Yes No No
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Upgrade Militia or
Colonial Troops
to Infantry

Yes No Supply path to
Home Country
required.

Cavalry Yes No No

Camel Corps Yes No. In or adjacent
to Deserts.

No. In or adjacent
to Deserts.

All other land
units

No Yes Yes. Outside
Home Country
with a factory.

All Ships No Yes, with a
shipyard.

Yes, with a
shipyard.

Factories Yes Upgrade minor to
medium, medium
to major.

Yes, for medium
and major. Not
for minors.

12.4 Fortifications: A Fortification represents major defensive networks
established to prevent invasion. Fortifications are placed in a land zone and
protect from attacks in any direction. They cost 3/3/2/2 to build. Only 1
Fortification per land zone may be built.

Fortifications defend the first round of combat on a “5” with two first strike rolls.
They add +2 Defense to all other infantry class units in the zone on round one of
combat.

Fortifications may not be damaged by strategic bombing or selected as a
casualty.

A Fortification is removed if the zone is conquered. A Fortification is not
cumulative with other terrain modifiers/penalties (including trench lines) in the
same Land zone on the same round of combat.

12.5 Coastal Artillery: Coastal Artillery represents Artillery emplacements along
a land/sea zone border to defend against Amphibious Assaults. Cost to build: 6
IPP. Multiple Coastal Artillery may be built on the same border.

Each Coastal Artillery gets one Defense roll at “3” per Attacking ship
conducting Shore Bombardment and/or unloading units in the Amphibious
Assault up to a maximum of three shots. The attacking player chooses casualties
as normal. 
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Coastal artillery is removed if the zone is conquered. They may not be damaged
by strategic bombing or selected as a casualty.

12.6 Railroads: Railroads that are built during play are placed on land zone
borders. If a land zone has a border with a crossing railroad, the entire zone is
considered to be “covered” with rail. To strategically bomb a railroad, you do so
on the border between two land zones. If you want to build a railroad on a
border towards another nation, you have to be at peace with that nation and get
verbal permission from the corresponding player to do so. Non-controlled
neutral nations do not allow railroads to be built into their land zone.

A railroad can be damaged (a) by Random Events or (b) an Infantry Class,
Cavalry, or Camel Corps unit in a land zone. The unit may place a damage
marker on a railroad link on a border that is adjacent to the territory they occupy
during their combat movement phase. The unit may still move that turn after the
railroad is damaged but they have to be present at the time to damage the link.
Each damage marker placed on a railroad requires half its build cost to repair
(i.e., 1 IPP in normal terrain and 2 IPP in all other terrain).

Railroad Normal Terrain Desert/Jungle/Marsh/Mountain
Price 2 4

13.0 Optional Rules

13.1 Suez Re-Route: If the Suez Canal or Gibraltar is Enemy-owned or the Suez
port is blockaded, the British 6 IPPs and French 3 IPPs in the Mediterranean
cannot be the subject of Convoy Raiding. Instead, reassign the British IPPs by
adding 3 IPPs to the East African Line and 3 IPPs to the Capetown-London Line.
Reassign the French 3 IPPs with 1 IPP on the East African Line and 2 IPPs on the
Capetown-London Line.

13.2 Fall-Winter: During the Fall-Winter Turn, the following rules are in effect:
(a) Land combat is limited to 1 round, and units cannot move through
mountains.
(b) Naval Combat is limited to 2 rounds.
(c) Marines cannot use narrow crossings.
(d) Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway are closed, and no movement is

allowed. The units in these two sea zones are marked with an In Port marker and
placed at the nearest Friendly Port.

13.3 Ships Under Construction: When ships are being produced, place them
next to the shipyard where they are being built and place them on an Under
Construction Marker. If the land zone containing the shipyard is captured,
replace that ship with one of the capturing player’s color.
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13.4 Ship Ranges & Coaling Requirements: Ships cannot move more than 5 sea
zones from a Friendly naval facility. If they wish to, they can end their movement
in a sea zone where there is a neutral port and pay 1 IPP (for coal). If ships find
themselves at sea greater than 5 sea zones from a Neutral or Friendly port,
remove them from the game. Controlled Minors will also count as a Friendly
Naval Facility.

13.5 Optional Rules Located in the Rulebook:

Optional Rule Location

Terrain 1.8

Variable Ending 3.7.1

Sudden Death 3.8

Damaging Facilities Under Construction 7.3

Surface Ships Raiding 9.7.7

Mine Warfare 9.7.8

Reinforcement of Captured Bases 10.2

Railway Gauge 10.5

Prequel 1912-1914 Appendix A

Russian Revolution and Civil War Appendix B
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Appendix A: Prequel, 1912-1914

The 1912-1914 is a seven-Turn prequel to Global War 1914-1918 that spans
Spring 1912 to Spring 1914. This seven-Turn prequel allows the combatants of
the coming war to shape their forces, build alliances, and prepare for the
coming war.

Random Events during the 1912 and 1913 years will open up different
possibilities and conflicts, while players also engage in supporting the sides in
four Regional Conflicts: The Italo-Turkish War, The First Balkan War, Second
Balkan War, and Mexican Revolution. One Random Event roll will be made for
each region of the map from the appropriate Prequel Random Events Table.

Chapter 1: Setting Up the Prequel

1.1 Set up Global 1914 using the 1912 values for all Powers.

1.2 Set up the forces for the Balkan and Mexican Revolution mini-map as shown
on the Prequel Reference Sheet.

Chapter 2: Prequel Concepts

2.1 Major Power Income: Each Major Power (Germany, Austria-Hungary, the
Ottoman Empire, Britain, France, Russia and USA), begins with their peacetime
income until they go to war. No nation gets any bonus or diplomatic income
during this time. Nations that lose or gain territory reduce that much income
from their peacetime income and keep track of those territory changes for their
wartime income. Nations may use their IPPs to:

● Conduct Diplomatic Influence to level 2 (excluding those unable to conduct
Diplomacy except by random event: USA, China, Italy, Japan).

● Lend-lease military units to nations that are at war with a Major or Minor
Power. You can lend-lease one military unit per Turn.

● Build and upgrade special markers, facilities, fortifications, coastal artillery,
and rail for their nation.

● Purchase naval and air units for their nation. Land units may not be built
unless you are at war with a Major or Minor Power or sending lend-lease to a
Major or Minor Power at war.

2.2 Minor Power Income: Minor Powers, which include all other nations not
listed in 2.1 above (Italy, China and Japan) do not get or spend income during
the prequel. Instead, they make a recruitment roll during the Place Units &
Collect Income Phase only when they are at war.
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2.3 Transition to Wartime Income: Wartime income is drawn on the Turn the
Major Power goes to war during the Place Units and Collect Income Phase.

2.4 Technology: All nations start with no technology advances. Nations may
make technology rolls up to level 1 during the prequel. The USA and Japan will
not be able to research any technology.

2.5 Declaring War: Major Powers can declare war on Minor Powers in two ways:
when they are already at war with another Major Power or are at war with the
Minor Power they control. However, a Declaration of War on another Minor
Power has the effect of increasing the income of opposing factions for the
prequel.

2.5.1 Income increases: These are temporary Peacetime income increases if they
occur.

● Each German declaration of war increases French and British income by 2.
● Each Austrian declaration of war increases French and Russian income by 2.
● Each Ottoman declaration of war increases British and Russian income by 2.
● Each Russian declaration of war increases German income by 1,

Austria/Hungary income by2, and Ottoman income by 1.

2.5.2 The French and British may declare war on Minors Powers, however it costs
them 6 IPP and gives Germany free Diplomacy rolls on each of the three closest
nations to that Minor Power (not including those which are a Strict Neutral).

2.5.3 Declaration of War on a Major Power is prohibited unless allowed by a
Random Event.

2.5.4 No Declaration of War is required to Attack a neutral country land zone
that became neutral through a Revolt random event.

2.6 Return of Forces: If at the end of a Regional Conflict (3.0), some forces are in
a land zone they do not own, return them to the nearest land zone they do own
immediately.

2.7 Reserves: Most Major Powers have reserves listed on their National
Reference Sheet. These reserves are placed during the Place Units & Collect
Income Phase on each Power’s Turn according to the Setup charts when at war
with a Major Power. These placements are subject to Manpower Limits.

2.8 Control: Some nations are Controlled Minors. When you control a minor, the
following rules apply:
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● Controlled minors act on their controlling Major Power’s Turn. The controlled
minor nation may not declare war or take actions that would allow another
nation to declare war on it.

● Minors may not engage in diplomacy or research technology.
● A controlled minor nation makes a recruitment roll each Turn.
● Controlled minors Align with their Controlling Major Power if it is at war with

another Major Power.

2.9 Mini-Maps: There are two mini-maps in the game: The Balkan map and the
Mexican map. These maps are in play until that prequel conflict is concluded.
The inclusion of the USA on the Mexican mini-map and Austria-Hungary on the
Balkan mini-map is representative. Any movement to and from these locations is
treated as any other movement from off the mini-maps.
Image of both mini maps

2.10 Restrictions:

● Major Powers may not move any land, sea or air units by any means unless at
war. Major Powers may not lay any mines. When controlling Minor Powers,
they may move those Minor Power units at war.

● The Panama Canal is under construction and cannot be used until the
Summer 1914 Turn.

2.11 End of Prequel: The Prequel concludes after the last player (usually the
USA) places units at the end of Spring 1914; or sooner if Germany, Britain,
France, Russia, and Austria-Hungary are at war. When the Prequel ends
immediately do the following:

● Any Major Power whose surrender conditions are met during the Prequel
does not surrender unless all the land zones they own are conquered. They
instead may declare another possessed land zone as a capital.

● Nations keep territory they took during the prequel unless guided otherwise
by the Regional Conflict Resolution. Adjust 1914 starting income accordingly.

● The Balkan Wars, and Italo-Turkish wars end immediately.
● The Mexican Civil War does not end unless it has already ended.
● All ongoing Random Events end immediately (excluding those that cause an

early start to WWI).
● Events that cause the USA’s income to increase will be tallied for USA starting

income in Summer 1914. Otherwise, the USA begins Summer 1914 (or when
Britain goes to war with a Major Power) at 3 IPP and begins rolling toward
wartime income.

● End all restrictions for Diplomacy and Technology.

Chapter 3: Regional Conflicts
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There are four regional conflicts in the game. Each has a different start and end
date, which can be extended through random events.

3.1 Mexican Revolution (Starts Spring 1912)

Mexican Revolution
Start Spring 1912
Allied Forces U.S. controls Revolutionary Forces
Central Power
Forces

Germany controls Mexican Federal Forces

Recruitment Each side makes a recruitment roll.
Lend-Lease Any Major Power may lend-lease to either side.
Special Rules Mexico may not be diplomatically influenced until the

Revolution is resolved.
Resolution The revolution continues until one side eliminates all

forces from the opposing side.

If Revolutionary forces win, Mexico becomes neutral,
moving the diplomacy marker to neutral. The USA
advances technology to step III in Improved Logistics
and step II in Improved Construction.

If Federal forces win, move the diplomacy marker for
Mexico to level II for Germany and Cuba to Neutral on
the Diplomacy chart. Germany advances technology to
step I in Improved Logistics.

Demobilize: Remove half of each type of unit (fractions
rounded up).

Transfer all Forces to Eastern Mexico on the main map.

3.2 Italo-Turkish War (Starts Spring 1912, Ends Fall-Winter 1912)

Italo-Turkish War
Start Spring 1912
Allied Forces Italy is controlled by France
Central Power
Forces

Ottoman Empire

Recruitment &
Purchase

The Ottoman Empire starts with Wartime Income and
may follow core game rules for purchase and placement
of units.

Italy makes a recruitment roll each Turn.
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Lend-Lease Any Major Power may lend-lease to either side.
Special Rules Neither Italy nor Turkey may attack each other’s home

country.
Resolution War ends at the end of Fall-Winter 1912 unless

continued by a Random Event. At the end of the war,
both sides keep what they own.

If Italy possesses Cyrenaica and Tripolitania; France
advances technology to step I in Improved Logistics and
Italy places a Bersaglieri Infantry in reserves.

3.3: First Balkan War (Starts Fall-Winter 1912)

First Balkan War
Start Fall-Winter 1912
Allied Forces
(Balkan League)

Britain controls Greek forces.
Russia controls Serbian forces.
France controls Montenegrin forces.
USA controls Bulgarian forces.

Central Power
Forces

Ottoman Empire

Recruitment Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria, and Montenegro as Controlled
Minors each make a recruitment roll.

Ottomans may use their pre-war income to purchase
military units as long as they are at war.

Lend-Lease Any Major Power may lend-lease to either side.
Special Rules Greek, Serbian, Montenegrin, and Bulgarian forces must

operate in separate land zones. They may not attack or
defend together.

Each Turn the Balkan League (Allies) attacks Thrace or
Constantinople the Ottomans place a free Guards
Infantry on the Ottoman Place Units Phase.

Resolution The First Balkan War ends at the end of Summer 1913
unless continued by random events.

When the First Balkan War is over, each side keeps what
they own, and the mini-map is left in place. The Second
Balkan war starts the next Turn.

All Bulgarian units must immediately be returned to
Bulgaria.
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If any Minor Power territory (Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece,
and Montenegro) is completely possessed by the
Ottomans, their units are removed from the game.
Ottomans retain that territory.

3.4: Second Balkan War (Starts at end of First Balkan War)

Second Balkan War
Start Turn after the First Balkan War ends.
Allied Forces France controls Montenegrin forces.

Britain controls Greek forces.
Russia controls Serbian forces.

Central Power
Forces

Austria-Hungary controls Bulgarian forces.
Ottoman Empire.

Recruitment Greece, Montenegro, Serbia, and Bulgaria each make a
recruitment roll.

Lend-Lease Any Major Power may lend-lease to any side.
Special Rules Greek, Serbian, and Montenegrin forces must operate in

separate land zones. They may not attack or defend
together.
Ottoman and Bulgarian forces must operate in separate
land zones. They may not attack or defend together.

Resolution The Second Balkan War lasts one Turn unless continued
by Random Events. Several peace conferences resolved
territorial changes. At the end of the Second Balkan War
on the main map:

Territory Disposition:
● Albania is formed as a strict neutral with a militia if the

Ottomans are ejected by any other power. Otherwise,
they remain Ottoman.

● Macedonia is annexed by Greece if the Ottomans are
ejected from any one of the territories: North, South,
or Central Macedonia. Leave any Greek units in
Macedonia consolidated on the main map. Ottoman
units in parts of Macedonia are moved to the nearest
Ottoman land zone.

● If the Ottomans possess all Macedonian territory,
then Macedonia remains Ottoman. Move any
remaining Ottoman units to Macedonia consolidated
on the main map, adjust Ottoman IPP, and mark with
an Ottoman roundel.

● Powers may otherwise keep the territory they occupy.
Transfer units from the mini-map to the main map for
all countries including neutrals.
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● If a Minor Power’s unit(s) do not have a territory to
return to, then it joins the nation where it is located
(e.g., Serbians in Macedonia will become Greek if
Serbia is conquered by the Bulgarians and Greece
holds Macedonia).

● Minor Powers are no longer Controlled or Aligned.

Benefits:
● If the Ottomans own any 1912 mini-map starting

territories then move their technology to Level III
Defense in Depth and Level I Improved Logistics.

● If Montenegro possesses their Home Territory then
advance France to Level I Improved Logistics.

● If Serbia possesses their Home Territory then advance
Russia to Level I Improved Logistics.

● If Greece possesses their Home Territory and
Macedonia, then advance Britain to Level I Improved
Logistics.
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Appendix B: Russian Revolution and Civil War

Russian Revolution: The revolution erupted in the context of Russia's major
military losses during the War. Russia's parliament assumed control of the
country, forming the Russian Provisional Government. This government was
dominated by the interests of capitalists and the aristocracy. The army
leadership felt they did not have the means to suppress the revolution, and
Emperor Nicholas II abdicated his throne. Grassroots community assemblies
called 'Soviets,' which were dominated by soldiers and the urban industrial
working class, insisted on the prerogative to influence the government and
control various militias.

The Provisional Government held state power while the national network of
Soviets had the allegiance of the lower classes and the left-leaning urban middle
class. When the Provisional Government chose to continue fighting the war with
Germany, the Bolsheviks and other socialist factions exploited the disdain
towards the war effort as justification to advance the revolution. The Bolsheviks
turned workers' militias under their control into the Red Guards (later the Red
Army).

The situation climaxed with the October Revolution in 1917, a Bolshevik-led
armed insurrection by workers and soldiers in Petrograd that successfully
overthrew the Provisional Government. Their promise to end Russia's
participation in the First World War was fulfilled when the Bolshevik leaders
signed the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk with Germany in March 1918.

Soon after a civil war erupted among the Soviets (Bolsheviks or Reds), the
Whites (counter-revolutionaries), the independence movements, and other
socialist factions opposed to the Bolsheviks. It continued for several years,
during which the Soviets defeated both the Whites and all rival socialists.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Revolution

0.1 This portion of the game is played after the Russian Collapse in two phases:

Phase I is the Russian Civil War during WWI.
Phase II is the Russian Civil War after WWI.

0.2 The Civil War (Phase I and II) is optional and does not have to be played to
continue Global War 1914.

1.0 Phase I Russian Civil War during WWI: The first phase of the Civil War begins
the following Turn after the Collapse and ends when GW14 ends, even if the
Russian Civil War is not concluded.
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The Russian Civil War will end immediately at the end of a Turn if either all
Soviet or White units are removed from Russian Home Territory (regardless of
other Major Power presence). Poland, Ukraine, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania do
not have to be possessed by the Soviets to end the Civil War.

1.1 The Soviets will take their Turn in the same order Russia took their Turn.

1.2 This expansion is best experienced by three or more players with one player
dedicated only to Soviet Russia. If the Russian player controlled other Major
Powers, those should be Turned over to the Allied player.

1.3 Administer Russian Civil War and Bolshevik Revolution: On the calendar Turn
following the Russian Collapse, before rolling any random events, implement the
following.

(a) The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk is signed. The Central Powers are no
longer at war with Russia and may not attack Russians (either White or
Soviet). Russian Communists (referred to as Soviets) cannot declare war
on the Central Powers and may not attack any territories occupied by the
Central Powers within the original Russian starting territories.

(b) All naval units will be placed “In Port” at the nearest Russian major
port. They are owned by whichever side possesses the territory. Any
ships on the build chart are in progress at the Petrograd shipyard.
Facilities on the build chart must be marked at their intended territory.

(c) Central Powers must continue to occupy each territory with their
Major Power's roundel with at least one land unit for the remainder of
WWI. They continue to draw IPP from that territory, even if it is also
occupied by a neutral or White Russian unit from the Russian Civil War
Set Up Table.

(d) Russia is no longer a member of the Allies. Russian Soviets cannot
declare war on the Allies but may attack Allied units inside original
starting Russian (now split between Soviet and White Russian) territory.

(e) Allied Powers may attack Soviets without being at war (no declaration
of war is necessary, no penalties apply).

(f) Soviets give all Russian IPP from the previous Turn (Collapse) to
Germany and will collect IPP from remaining Soviet territory on all
following Turns.
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(g) Soviets’ capital is now Moscow, place the Soviet roundel.

(h) Remove all Russian land and air units; count them up and remove half
of each type of unit (fractions rounded up; retain any markers such as
Poison Gas). The minimum retention is 6 Militia, 14 Infantry, 3 Cavalry, 2
Cossacks, 3 Artillery, 1 Fighter (contemporary with the tech chart), and 1
Armored Train. They are now Soviet units.

(i) If the Japanese are Allied, remove all forces in Russian Home Territories
to the nearest Japanese starting territory.

(j) Set up White nations within Russia according to the Russian Civil War
Set Up Table. Mark each territory with a White Russian Roundel and the
Control Marker of the Major Power which controls them. Home Territory
only retains a White Russian Roundel if it is occupied by a White or Allied
Unit. Japan may never control Whites.

(k) Minor Powers (outside Russian Home Territory) previously Aligned to
or captured by Russia are now strictly neutral with one militia. North
Persia is annexed by Central Persia regardless of whether it is neutral or
aligned to any power.

(l) Place Soviet units in any unoccupied Russian Home Territory after the
Whites and Allies are set up. They may not set up in any territories held
by Central Powers, Whites, or Allies.

(n) Soviet technology is the same as Russian. Replace Russian with Soviet
roundels.

(o) All Minor Powers in the Russian Segment of the Diplomacy chart are
moved to the Neutral Position.

1.5 Allies: On an Allied Turn, these powers may:
● Attack Central Powers with Allied units (not White Russians) in Russia. If
Central Power and White Russian units are co-located in the same territory, they
will defend together.
● Move, attack, and non-combat move White Russians they control. White
units may transit other White territories, use facilities, and conduct joint defense
regardless of which Major Power controls them: Allied or Central Powers.
Territory captured by a controlled White will be marked with the same
controlling marker as the territory they attacked from.
● Roll recruitment roll for every White territory they control and occupy during
the Place Units Phase of their Turn. Add up the total number of territories
controlled by an individual Major Power.
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● Lend lease to White Russia, Poland, Ukraine, or Finland.
● Britain may recruit for Poland if they gain independence during a Random
Event.
● Attack a Soviet-controlled or aligned Minor Power outside of Russia without
penalty.
● Allied units may freely transit White territory not otherwise occupied by the
Central Powers, may use facilities, and conduct joint defense if attacked by
another Major Power or Soviets.

1.6.1 Allied Restrictions:
● USA and Allied Aligned Japan must maintain an equal number of units in an
original Russian Home Territory. Neither side may move more land units into
Russia unless the other can on the same calendar Turn.
● Japan may not attack Russian territories if Allied.
● Japan will never control or lend-lease to White Russians.

1.7 Central Powers: On a Central Powers Turn, they may:
● Attack Soviets using only the White Russians they control. Territory captured
by a controlled White will mark with the same controlling marker as the territory
they attacked from. Central Power units may not advance into these territories.
● Germany may recruit and lend-lease for Poland. Polish Whites will not depart
a territory marked with a Polish Roundel unless it is to retake Polish Territory
● Germany may attack Poland should they become independent under British
control.
● Germany controls Finland’s Whites. During this time, they may recruit,
lend-lease one unit, attack, and defend until the conclusion of the Finnish War of
Independence. Finnish Whites will not depart from the three Finnish territories.
They may attack any of the three Finnish territories held by the Soviets.
● Austria-Hungary may recruit for Ukraine and lend-lease separately. Ukrainian
Whites will not depart a territory marked with a Ukrainian marker but may attack
to take one back.
● Non-combat move White Units within their controlled territory. White units
may transit other White territories, use facilities, and conduct joint defense
regardless of which Major Power controls them.
● Roll recruitment for all other White territories (excluding Poland, Ukraine,
and Finland) they control and occupy during the Place Units Phase of their Turn.
Add up the total number of territories controlled by an individual power and
marked by a White Russian Roundel.
● Lend-lease for all other White territories they control and occupy.

1.8 Soviet: On the Soviets’ Turn (former Russian Turn), the Soviets will:
● Draw three Random Events specific to the Russian Civil War. Some turns may
not include Random Events if they are exhausted before the conclusion of WWI.
● Conduct all normal phases of a Turn (including technology advances) for a
player nation.
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● Soviets only get 1 free diplomacy roll each Turn and may not conduct any
other diplomacy rolls (the spread of Communism).
● Soviets collect income from Russian Home Territories not otherwise
occupied by a Central Power, Allied Power, Japanese, or White.
● Random Events and Diplomatic influence may result in Soviets aligning a
Minor Power neutral nation. These are controlled by the Soviets, marked with a
Soviet roundel, and these units may move and attack other neutrals without
placing the Soviets at war or a penalty.

1.9 Conflict Table

Russian Civil
War Conflict
Chart

Russia
“Soviets”

Russia
“Whites”

Allied Powers Central
Powers

Russia
“Soviets”

Yes Yes No

Russia
“Whites”

Yes No No

Allied Powers Yes No Yes

Central
Powers

No No Yes

1.10 In Summary:

● Soviets and White Russians are at war.
● Each Major Power (Allied and Central Powers) separately rolls a recruitment
roll for Whites.
● Poland is an independent Neutral controlled by Germany. If they rebel and
become controlled by Britain, then the Central Powers may honor that neutrality
or attack.
● Ukraine is an independent Neutral controlled by Austria-Hungary.
● Finland is in revolt and will be recognized as an independent and Strict
Neutral by all Major Powers including the Soviets if they control all three Finnish
territories at the end of any calendar Turn.

1.11 Russian Civil War Setup: See the Russian Revolution Reference Sheet.

2.0 Phase II Russian Civil War after WWI: Phase II is an opportunity for the
Soviets to increase their victory objectives. The Major Powers are exhausted by
the Global War but concerned about the spread of Communism outside of
Russia.
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2.1 Setup:

2.1.1 All Russian Civil War Random Events are now available for
implementation.

2.1.2 Remove all Central Powers units (with the exception of German Freikorps
if placed) and roundels from Russian Home Territories, Poland, and Ukraine, but
retain the controlling marker for locations that also have a White Roundel;
otherwise, they are now Soviet. Retain all Allied units in Russia.

2.1.3 Add 1 French Infantry and 1 French Artillery to Crimea if it is still Ukrainian
or White. Austria-Hungary will continue to control the rest of Ukraine. Crimea will
be a French-controlled White Russian.

2.1.4 Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are no longer German-aligned. They are
German-controlled Minors.

2.1.5 The Finnish War of Independence will continue until either the Soviets or
Finnish control the three Finnish territories.

2.2 Concepts:

2.2.1 Allies may not advance further into Russian Home Territory unless directed
by a Random Event. Allies may fall back to the territories listed in 2.2.2.

2.2.2 Major Powers may blockade all Soviet ports and must hold these
territories. Failure of a Major Power to hold the territory listed below removes
the ability to place units in Soviet Russia, lend-lease, and to roll recruitment for
Controlled Whites and Independents.

● Crimea: France
● Estonia, Latvia, and Congress Poland: Germany (unless Poland is British
Controlled)
● Kola or Arkhangelsk: Britain
● Primorsky Krai or Kola: US
● Transcaucasia: Ottomans
● Southern Ukraine (for all of Ukraine except Crimea): Austria-Hungary

2.2.3 Follow the regular Turn order. Draw three Random Events on each Soviet
Turn from the complete Russian Civil War table. Follow Random Event core
game rules for implementation.

2.2.4 Conclusion of the Russian Civil War. The Russian Civil War (post WWI) will
last six Turns or end immediately at the end of a Turn if either all Soviet or all the
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Belligerent Nations (White, Polish, and Ukrainian) units are removed from
Russian Home Territory. Random events may extend or end the Civil War.

2.2.5 Income: The Soviets collect all IPP from territory they possess (including
wartime income technology if completed).

2.2.5.1 All other Major Power’s Income: Each Major Power (Germany,
Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman Empire, Britain, France, Russia, and USA) utilize
their peacetime income starting the very first Turn after WWI. No nation gets any
bonus or diplomatic income during this time. Italy, Japan, and China are no
longer in the game. Any units from those countries in starting Russian Home
Territories at the end of WWI remain until defeated or withdrawn. Nations may
use their IPPs to:

● Lend-lease one military unit per Turn to the White Russians, Poland, Ukraine,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Finland (only if Finland is at war).

● Purchase military units for their nation. These are placed at the land zones
listed in 2.2.2 during the Place Units & Collect Income Phase. No other Major
Power units can be moved into Russia from territories outside Russia.

● Repair facilities or railways.

2.2.5.2 Once a Major Power withdraws from locations listed in 2.2.2 (due to a
Random Event), purchasing and placing units, repair, and lend-lease are no
longer allowed. Recruitment ends for those controlled by that power when the
territory in 2.2.2 is captured by the Soviets.

2.2.7 White Russian and Independent Minor Power Recruitment: The Major
Power controlling Whites will make a recruitment roll during the Place Units &
Collect Income Phase. Add up the total number of territories controlled by an
individual Major Power.

● Germany will recruit for Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania individually. Germany
or Britain (if Polish Independence occurred prior to the end of WWI) will
recruit for Poland.

● Austria-Hungary will recruit for Ukraine (except Crimea) separately.

2.2.7 Technology: There is no technology research. However, the Soviets and
Major Powers retain their technology from the end of WWI. Soviets are allowed
to use Wartime Economy if they have it.

2.2.8 Declaring War: Major Powers cannot declare war on any other power.

● Random Events and Diplomatic influence may result in Soviets aligning a
Minor Power neutral nation. These are controlled by the Soviets and marked
with a Soviet roundel.
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● At the conclusion of the Finnish War of Independence (Finland is free of
Soviets for one full calendar Turn), Finland is a Strict Neutral.

● Soviets will not attack any territory outside Russian starting Home Territories.
● Poland and Ukraine Whites are neutral but may be attacked by the Soviets.

Poland and Ukraine Whites will only attack to re-possess their starting
territories unless allowed to attack into Russia by a Random Event.

2.2.9 Control: Whites and the Independent Nations (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Finland, Poland, and Ukraine) are Controlled Minors. When you control a Minor,
the following rules apply:

● Controlled Minors act on their Controlling Major Power’s Turn. The
Controlled Minor nation may not declare war or take actions that would allow
another nation to declare war on it.

● Minors may not engage in diplomacy or research technology.
● A Controlled Minor nation makes a recruitment roll each Turn.

2.2.10 Victory Objectives: Soviet victory objectives are calculated by the
outcome of the Civil War. All other Major Power victory objectives are finalized
at the end of WWI. However, Germany, Britain, and France may gain one victory
point if they stop Soviet Russia from obtaining five or more victory objectives.

3.0 Russian Civil War without a Collapse during WWI: If Russia did not collapse
during the course of WWI, then you may still have a collapse and civil war to
begin immediately afterwards. Implement the following:

a. Russia surrenders all IPP to the bank.
b. Remove all Central Powers and Allied units.
c. All naval units will be placed “In Port” at the nearest port. They are

owned by whichever side possesses the territory.
d. The Soviets' capital is now Moscow, place the Soviet Roundel.
e. Remove all Russian land and air units; count them up and remove half of

each type of unit (fractions rounded up). The minimum retention is 14
Infantry, 3 Cavalry, 2 Cossacks, 3 Artillery, 1 Fighter (contemporary with
the tech chart), and 1 Armored Train.

f. Set up White nations within Russia according to the Russian Civil War Set
Up Sheet. Mark each territory with a White Russian Roundel and the
Control Marker of the Major Power which controls them. Territories only
retain a White Russian Roundel if it is occupied by a White or Allied Unit.
Japan may never control Whites.

g. Add 1 French Infantry and 1 French Artillery to Crimea along with a White
Russian roundel (see 2.1.3).

h. Minor Powers (outside Russian Home Territory) previously Aligned by
Russia are now strictly neutral with one Militia. North Persia is annexed by
Central Persia regardless of if it is Neutral or Aligned to any power.
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i. Each Minor Power territory captured by Russia outside of the starting
Russian Home Territory becomes neutral with one militia.

j. Place Soviet units in any unoccupied Russian Home Territory after the
Whites and Allies are set up. They may not set up in any territories held
by Central Powers, Whites, or Allies.

k. Soviet technology is the same as Russian. Replace Russian with Soviet
roundels.

l. Follows the rules and concepts from 2.0 Phase II Russian Civil War. Retain
Central Powers units from the Setup Chart.

m. Play for eleven turns (ignore the six-Turn limit from 2.2.4--follow all other
rules).
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